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Motions calling for the
renaming of the Student
Centre as ' The Mandela.
Centre', and condemning
Glasgow Rangers FC's sectarian
policy
towards
Catholics, were among six
passed quorately at the EUSA
AGM on Monday in the McEwan Hall.
·
, .
With an attendance of 560
students, the AGM also passed quorately and without a
vote motions on Gartcosh and
Ravenscraig, Scottish CND,
Social Security cuts and
Waste Paper. All these
motions are now EUSA policy.
Two other motions, on
Palestinian Rights and Local
Government, were passed
inquorately
after
being
amended and taken to a vote.

1·EUSA Accounts
The AGM opened with EUSA
Treasurer Donald Pollock presented the Annual Accounts for
1984/85 and Budget 1985/6. The
EUSA Accounts are split into
Grant Aided and Trading
activities. While the latter made a
profit of £8539 this year , the
former, which are those ·activities
funded by the University grant to
EUSA, made a loss of £33,266.
However, this deficit was mitigated by a rescheduling of grant
payments from the University ,
which means that EUSA is receiving more interest on its grant and
paying less in overdraft charges.
The Account and Budget, constituting a motion from the
Finance Committee , were passed
by the AGM, but concern was voiced over the presentation of the
EUSACO Accounts 1984/5 and
Budget 1985/6.

Lady Victoria
Colliery

"Donald?" . . . "Yes Mike" . . . "What's a budget?"

Action-packed

EUSACO had made a bigger than
expected trading loss·of £62,163,
this was due to the two new travel
shops, in South Clerk Street and
Rose Street, havi ng high overheads during thdirst nine months
of operation which are covered in
this year's Accounts, and taking
time to attract business . According to the EUSACO Directors
Report , it is hoped that EUSACO
will break even at the end of the
I 986/7 financial year.
Adrian McMenamin, in a question from the floor , asked why the
full EUSACO Accounts had not
been presented to the AGM
rather than just sparse details contained on an AS slip of paper.
EUSA Michael Devlin pointed
out that while the .EUSA
Accounts and Budget had been
Mr Pollock said that although . presented to the AGM for its

2EUSACO
Accounts

• Feminism debate inconclusive

Chancers

I

approval, those of EUSACO
were presented for its information
only . However , EUSA Secretary
Robbie Foy agreed to make a fuller EUSACO report available at
the next General Meeting.
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Ravenscraig steelworks.

4 Underpants

The second motion , on 'Underpants for Africa ', was withdrawn .
Having discussed these finan- Having taken legal advice ,
cial details, the AGM 'went on to Michael Devlin ruled that the
consider
Private
Members motion was incompetent, and
could not be made competent by
Motions:
The ffrst of these, on Ravens-. the addition of an amendment to
it. This motion , was proposep by
Student editor John Petrie, concerned the hoax 'Underpants for
· Africa' party earlier this month.
The motion had mandated
craig and Gartcosh , was passed
without a vote , as no direct nega- those responsible for the hoax ,
David Skudlarek and Andrew
tive to it was proposed . ·
The motion, which was prop- Todd, to between them donate
osed by Societies Convener Don doo to Edinburgh Students
MacQuordale, mandates Michael tjharities Appeal by the end of
Devlin to write to the Secretaries term or be banned from Edinof State for Scotland , and for burgh Student Unions for the rest
Trade and Industry, the Prime of this acade mic session .
However , Committee of ManMinister, and local Conservative
MPs, stating EUSA 's opposition
- Continued on page 2
to the closure of the Gartcosh and

Womens Committee stressed that
Feminism offered a choice and
independence for women to work
or stay at home .
Liz Lochheadpoet in residence
at Edinburgh University furthered this idea with her own articulate stand on Feminism as a theory
which all women could ascribe to
but forthe fallacious myths of
"dungaree-clad" female militants
demandin·g
dominance
prepounded by the male dominated
"World of Fathers".
Questions from the House were
forthcoming and often volatile
with Victoria Gillick's name predominating as defender gf the
family against the state on one
hand as proiagonist against
Womens Rights on the other.
The motion was defeated by a.
majority of 32 to 14.

David Puttnam
Srudent brings you an excl usive
interview with David Puttnam, the
film director who once brought us
Chariots of Fire and will next yel:i r
bring us Defence of th, Realm.
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Teenage Dog
Orgy

3 Ravenscraig

• Principal attacks education

Although absent, in person, the brute masculinity and feminism
name of Victoria Gillick echoed . and pronouncement of Shakesloud and controversially clear
peare as a poof!
Tuesday night's lively debate on
Val
Woodward ,
another
the motion that ''Feminism
elected City · Councillor and
degrades Women".
, member of the Labour Group and

Tom Reid , De bates Convener.
made up the loss of Mrs Gillick's ·
participation with his aggressive
attack on the misplaced intentions
of Feminism, in particular he cited ·
the right of free speech for women
hke Mrs Gillick and described
attempts to stop he r speaking by
Other women as undemocratic
and ultimately degrading to
Women. ·
J.I.is . proposition colleague,
Chnsttan Richardson, an elected
n~tmber of Edinburgh City Coun- ,
ctl and member ofthe Conservaltve group accused Feminists of an
inability to "Wme to terms with
.t~eir own fomininity"
Only .. Cliff Hanley,
the
~e')owned Glaswegian writer and
roadcaster provided any light
~ehef with his anecdotes of rejec.•on .by sundry assertive females
·•n his Y0,uih and rejection of both

This weekend. the Scottish Mining
Museum opens its second site, the
Lady Victoria Colliery at Newtongrange. Julia Morrice previews the
opening of this relic of Scotland·s
industrial heyday.

He said it was becoming more,
aod more difficult to produce the
high quality graduates expected
by employers , and he added the
planning was becou1ing increas.ingly obscure , apart from pressure
to teach more vocational subjects,
which were costly to provide,
against a background of fallingincome - 10 per cent in the next
five years on top of a l3 per cent
drop since 1980.
Dr Burnett said that the loser in
the end will be the country, and h¢
envisaged ·a situation whereby
today's university education is a
broad, scholarly, and cultural
Jane Kelly environment will give way to a
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Paul Hullah grins in satisfaction as.
fou r songs into his set , at the
Hoochie Coochie Club last Sunday.
he act ually hits the right chord.
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'Shambles'
Dr John Burnett, Principal of
the University, used the word
"shambles" to describe the current
state of education at a graduation
ceremony in the McEwan Hall on
Saturday.

),

.

narrow
specialisation which
would be an anathema to Scotland's university heritagf<
The over-riding necessity, he
continued, to raise as much outside func!ing as necessary was distracting horn research. While
Edinburgh University's industrial
·contracts had doubled in value
over four years, a balance had to
be found between the time for this
and time for teaching and
research.
"My great fear is that all these
things will unbalance the kind of
environment in which the best
work can be done by scholar and
staff alike, and the kind of cultural
and scholarly ambience in which
added value is given to students'
lives beyond their actual studies,
the kind of qualities their
employers rightly prize most
highJy.
Alan Young

Books!
Studenr introduces its new books
page . Just in time for Ch ri stmas.

our team of experts review some oT
the latest titles.
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AGM: motions in order
In addition, a public meeting is people still present, as it had been
It resolved to bait the sale of
Israeli products in Union shops, to be organised by EUSA on the thought that those left in the hall
'Fowler Review', which will would be insufficient to muster
10 press for scholarships to_ be
made available to Palestinians
from occupied Palestine for study
at Edinburgh University, and for
the EUSA President to wnte to
the Israeli and US ambassadors to
The motion on Apartheid was
Britain, and to the World Zionist
the first to be debated, and was
organsiation, notifyin~ them of
subsequently passed quorately
EUSA's policy on thts issue.
after ii vote.
However, the amendm~nt
It called for the changing of the
stated that no secure and lastmg
name of Student Centre House
peace is possible withou! ~o-existo'The Mandela Centre', manThe motion on Scottish CND tence between the Palestm1an and
dated EUSA to press for an Honwas passed quorately without a Israeli peoples, and the lsra~li
orary Degree for Nelson Mandela
vote, in the absence of any direct government should negotiate with
from the University, as well as an
those Palestine representatives
negative.
Honorary Presidency of EUSA. It
Proposed by Sarah Galloway, who seek a peaceful solution to
also mandated EUSA to twin with
''Charlie, Charlie, are you receiving me .. . ?"
the motion condemned the arms the conflict.
the African National Congress
The amendment mandated include speakers from trade the necessary 300 votes in favour
race and in particular the Trident
(ANC) school for South African
Missile System which it described Michael Devlin to write to the unions, Edinburgh District Coun- of the motion for it to become
exiles, the Solomon Mahlangu
as "an obscene misuse of public Palestine National Council and cit and EDINBRAG.
binding.
Freedom College (SOMAFCO)
funds ." Collection points are also the Israeli government notifyin_g
in Tanzania, and " to raise money
to be sei up in all Unions and them of EUSA'a position on this
and
consciousness of
for
Union shops in order to collect issue. and called for measures to
SOMAFCO".
funds with which to affiliate to be taken towards a greater underThe proposer of the motion ,
standing between Palestinia~s
Scottish CND.
Anti-Apartheid Society SecretThe motion on waste paper and
The motion on Rangers Foot-·
and Israelis which would contri- ball Club attracted the most recycling was the last to be passed
ary, Lorraine Simmons said that
bute
to
the
peace
process.
up to now Edinburgh University
speakers, and despite the fact that quorately , again without a vote.
has had "an appalling record
many people had left the AGM by On the first count, 285 pople were
when it comes to supporting the
the time it was debated, the found to be still in the hall, but
The Palestine motion was comAnti-Apartheid
movement,"
motioJl was passed quorately by after a few minutes a number were
plemented by an amendment
compared to other universities.
dragged back in, making a quorThe Social Security cuts motion 324 votes to 30.
which took the form of a self-con"It's about time we did something
The sectarian policy of Glasgow ate total of 306.
was passed quorately without a
tained alternative motion . The vite there still being over 300 stu- Rangers in not signing Catholics
concrete,'' she said.
EUSA have thus been manlatter was ruled to be competent,
Proposing a direct negative,
den;s present in the hall, and with was the theme of the motion, dated to stock .a range of quality
and was subsequently passed no direct negative being prop- which stated that this sectarianism recycled paper products in Union
John Wilkins said that " the South
quorately. It thus replaced the
African Government has made it
was religiously and socially divi- Shops, recycling schemes are to
osed.
original motion , but as such was
quite clear that if Nelson Mandela
be .set up around the University in
A numberof amendments, sive.
The motion mandated a ban on conjunction with EU Friends of
proposed byCaroline Morgan ,had
been previously accepted by the all Rangers FC merchandise from the Earth, and Michael Devlin is
proposer of the motion , SR_C Union Shops and forthe SRC not to write to the Government
Accommdoation Convener lam to recognise any Rangers Suppor- expressing concern at wastage and
ters Society. Michael Devlin is urging it to actively encourage
Catto.
The motion condemned the mandated to ask the Rector Mr recycling programmes.
Government's current Green Archie MacPherson to be co-sigPaper on Social Security Reform , natory of a letter asking for signathe so-called 'Fowler Review' . In tures for a petition condemning
particular it noted the proposal Rangers policy and demanding
that students should be ineligible that it be changed. The letter is to
The final motion, on Local
for
housing
benefit
and be circulated to all Scottish
Supplementary Benefit during the League Club Chairmen, all Glas- Government, called for an
decentralization
summer vacation, which would gow MPs, and the Secretary of Alliance-style
lead to students being unable to State for Scotland. The signed and was critical of local
live away from home and would petition is then to be forwarded to authorities setting grossly inflated
budgets in order to provoke conforce them to take on part-time Glasgow Range rs.
jobs to the detriment of their
Proposing the motion, David frontation with the Government.
Duncan said that it was " not just However, an amendment calling
studies.
The motion mandated Michael about football ," but also about for greater support for such local
Devlin to write to Norman Fowler "an insulting, senseless, self authorities, and for Edinburgh
and Sir Keith Joseph expressing destructive policy practised by District Council (EDC) in particular was carried, though the
EUSA's concern aboutthe effects Glasgow Rangers FC."
the 'Fowler Review' will have on
A direct negative to the motion amended motion that included
the whole community.
·was proposed by Alan Cameron, this was subsequently inquorately
157 votes to 26
EUSA is to affiliate to the Edin- who said that a Rangers Suppor- passed
The amended motion that was
burgh Benefit Rights Action ters Society here would admit
"Charlie, Charlie, recharge my batteries!"
passed called for EUSA to reafGroup (EDINBRAG), and is to people of any religion.
is prepared to renounce terrorism finally passed by only 187 votes to give its full support to other local
"I believe tha.t it's the religious firm its support for EDC and for
he can go free. This he has refused 165, and therefore did not become organsiations in the fight to pre- issue that had made Scottish foot- Michael Devlin to .write to the
to do. To regard him as a politi- EUSA policy.
vent these proposals being ball famous a nd talked about all national leaders of the major
cal pr'isoner is·a gross insult to real
political parties calling for their
The original motion con- implemented. EUSA is also to over the world," he added.
political prisoners such as Andrei demned Z ionism as a racist ideol- publicise the effects these proposThe quorate carrying of the support for the principles of the
Sakahrov ; · he said.
ogy, and the oppression of Palestials would have, including through motion after a vote was met with motion.
No speaker mentioned the nians living in occupied Palestine.
Alastair Dalton
Midweek.
surprise and jubilation from many

- Continued from page 1
agement has already started co?sidering the case, and the poss1b1lity of disciplinary action.

5 Apartheid

proposed twinning with and rai_sing funds for the ANC school m
·Tanzania. However, it was
pointed out that the renaming of
the Student Centre building as a
whole would not affect individual
parts of it, such as Potterrow.
The motion was passed quorately in a vote in which at least the
required 300 voted in favour.

6 Scottish CND

9RangersFC

7 Palestine

10 Waste paper

8 Fowler Review

11 Local
Government

Rifkind rejects sanctions
Speaking on the controversial sanctions argument felt about
topic of sanctions and South Africa apartheid but that the imposition
last Friday, Malcolm Rifklnd, of economic sanctions as a
·one-time student at Edinburgh method to bring down the system
University, now Junior Minister was a "strongly unwise and foolish
for the Foreign Off"ice, reitented way to reach the agreed objecthe Conservative Party line reject- tives".
ing the application of economic
sanctions to South Africa and
Instead, he proposed that peremphasised his personal belief that suasion rather than force is a betit Is only the increased industriali- ter way to influence the Pretoria
sation of South Africa that will government, backing up this
lead to the demolition of apar- assertion by saying that governtheid.
ments faced with explicit pressures from other governments
Addressing the Politics Society, very rarely respond. Here, Mr
Mr Rifk.ind stated that there was Rifkind used the example of the
no controversy· concerning the Soviet government .and the
abhorrence that all sides in the human rights issue as an analogy.

Mr Rifkind cited three reasons
in particular for not applying
economic pressure. Firstly, he has
little faith in the thorough imposition of sanctions, using the evidence of the Rhodesian experience as illustration.
Secondly and thirdly, Mr Rifkind felt that sanctions would
have a devastating effect on the
economies of South Africa's
neighbouring states and would
harm the black population within
South Africa to an even greater
extent than at present. Thus, he
concluded that the imposition of
sanctions would actually be
counter-productive.

Naomi Marks

Arts limited
The Arts Faculty Council is courses at university."
making moves towards expressing
its concern over the recent Gov-The Council intends to write ~
ernment Green Paper · on the paper explaining why they fee
that arts courses still have some
future of higher education.
merit. They have contacted the
Arts Faculty Councils of other
The paper confirmed the Gov- Scottish universities (except for
ernment's scepticism over the Heriot-Watt and Strathclyde,
value of an Arts degree, and advo- which have no Arts faculties) ask·
cated a continuing shift of· iog whether they are writil_11:•. or
emphasis to the fields of science intending to write, a silltllar
and technology.
paper.
TIie SRC's acting Arts Faculty
Council Secretary said: "We feel
that the Government bas dosed its
eyes to the value of Arts degree

The Arts Faculty council. is
still awaiting replies before l,egill·
ning to assess the information,
Jenny J)uJIII
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Bitter pill for Gillick Mad

mODk ' S
money

Mrs Victoria Gillick, the wellknown anti-pill ca mpa igner. faced
rowdy reception on arrival at the
~dinburgh Legal Group's meeting
00 1,1onday.

.

A heavy pohce presence was
nable to stop Mrs G ill ick being
~umped
and
jost led
by
demonstrators as she tried to
enier the Signet Library in Pa rl iament Square. Severa l eggs were
ihrown and whil e Mrs G illick was
001hit, a window was broken .
Despite this the mood of the
ijemonstration was essentially
non-violent and good-natured.
0 arrestswere made and a police
pokesman sa id they were " pla,?·
·~g li u les1gnif1can 7eon the vent .
Init ially the police took a lowey app roach to the crowd of
around 100 demonstrators, most
of whom were supporters of the
Socialist Workers Party or the EU
Revolutionary Communist Sociely. who shouted pro-abortion
and contraception s logans.
A police van then arrived and
policemen ran out in formation to
cordon off a path for Mrs Gillick
10 cnler by a side door. This took
1he bulk of the crowd by surprise
and only 30 to 40 were involved in
1he incident. The demonstration
continued vociferously throughout the meeting, although Mrs
Gillick was able to evade the protestors on the way out.
The atmo,phere inside the
efincd confines of the Signet Libary proved more genteel. A tic~et-oo ly audience of around 100.

Demonstrators prepare for the arrival of Victoria Gi~ick.
consisting mainly of doctors and
lawyers active in related fields, listened with interest if not always
agreement to speeches by Professor Thomso n of Strat hclyde Uni versity and Mrs Gillick.
Professor T hompson put forward his controversial analy is of
the legal position in Scotland. He
felt that while parents have the
right to be consulted when their
unde r-I 6 year old children are
seeking contraceptives from a
doctor but they have no automatic
power to veto their provision. He
stressed this was only an opinion
and the exact position in the Scottish courts will remain unclear
until the report of the Scottish
Law Comm ission next year.

In commenting o,i his interpreta tion . Mrs Gi ll ick reaffirmed her
strong views on parental rights,
claiming that parents should have
the fi na l say. She attacked the present system sayi ng that she cou ld
thi nk of no other policy which had
··fai led so dramatically' and been
pursued so doggedly". Broadening the area of debate she went on
to predict a higher incidenc.e of
cancer of the uterus, syphilis and
even heterosexual AIDS if teenage promiscuity was not reduced.
Several speakers from the floor
and protestors outside put forward the view that confidential
consulting of the family doctor
was often in the child's be t
interests.
Ian Robertson

AUT have week of action
The Government's Green Paper
on Higher Education (and its education policy in general) was
theobject of two hours of (almost)
non-stop criticism at a meeting
chaired by Edinburgh University
Rector Archie MacPherson at
Strathclyde Students' Union on
Tuesday. The lone voice supporting the government was t hat of
Barry Henderson Conservative
MP for North East Fife .
The meeting was one of a series
being held this week by the
Association
of
University
Tea_chers (AUT) to protest
against government cu ts in university funding and the Green
Paper.
The olher speakers present
were Campbell Ch ristie , General
Secretary Designate of the Scotlish TUC, Donald Dewar M P
Shadow Secretary of State
Scotland, Rt. Hon . Roy J e n kins
MP , Social Democrat MP fo r
Glasgow Hillhead a nd Gordon
Wilson MP, Lead~r of the SNP
and Rector of Dundee U niversity.
I~ a room full of opposition politicians, students and teache rs it
wasnot surprising th at Mr He nd_erson was given a fa irly rough
nde .

fo;

ArCampb711 Christie spo ke fi rst.
k" med with statistics (R oy Je nins later compled that he h ad le ft
none for anyone e lse) he set about
criticising the government's education 1- ·
po 1: 1es. While other count.
tes are investing in highe r educa~0:the Conservatives are cutting
f ac and as a result there are·
e~:er and fewe r people in higher
ic cation . T he government's pols Y seems to be to cut public
!>e;ding whatever the cost.
kins onald_ Dewer and Roy JenChri continued whe re Campbell
~ st1 e left off. The govern.. ,ent's 1· ·
ha h po 1c1es are "sho rt-sighted ,
Ill P azard and d am aging to
Illorale ," !,hey said . The A UT
US t gain sympahy p-om the pub-

lie duringtherun up to the next
general e lection and use this in its
campaign against the government.
By this time Barry Henderson
stood up to defend the government it was obvious that he did
not have many friends in the ha ll.
His speech was slightly shorter
t han expected a nd contai ned cri ticism of previous Labour governments' educati o n policy. The best
statistic he couldco me up with
appa re ntly was th at we have more
stude nts in H ighe r Education as a
whole in Scotl apd tha n eve r
before.

The contributions from the
floor were predictably o ne sided
and it was left to Gordon W ilson
10 sum up the meeting, repeating
most of the points already mentioned and adding a few of his
own. Mr MacPherson the n called
the meeting to a close, as king
everyo ne present to make sure
that ed ucation was one of the
majo r facto rs in the ru n to the
next Ge neral E lection. H e said
that t he only way to ensure th at
the changes th at we a ll wa nt in
hi ghe r educa 1ion take place is to
vote in a new governm e nt.
Guy Fisher

Afte r last yea r's de monstrations over stude nt grants, it seems
the governme nt is t ryi ng to take a
more subtle line o' n cutbacks with
the a nnounceme nt of a £25 mill ion increase in stude nt a llowances
by Sir Ke ith Joseph . However, he
has so far fa iled to announce
exactly how t his money wi11 be
spent . It seems unl ikely t hat this.
dramatica lly
increase
will
improve th e financia l situation of
"students.
The NUS and t he EUSA are
trying to get t he matter clarified
regarding j ust how grants will be
affected . If this sum of £25 million
includes the grant increase. then
student grants can on ly go up by
3% - less th a n the rate o f inn atio n - and it co uld be less·, especially as the sum is said to assume
a further 2,000 award holde rs.
The new revised scales of parental
contribution have also yet to
appear. O nly then will it be possible to gauge the full extent of this
year's measures.
Edinburgh University SRC
External Convener, David Clark.
stated that it would be difficult to
take positive action on this new
development until its true nature
was known.
However. the EUSA are fully
aware of its possible implications
and the Association verv conscious that the student gr.int has
continued to decline in real terms.
David Clark feared that this
supposed increase might be an
attempt to hide the falling level of
the student grant.
A campaign on the grants issue
has been pinpointed for nex t
term. The high light of the campaign will be a week of action during which a lottery will be held .
with the wi nn ing prize bei ng
£30 I. 75, the amount of money
which has d isappeare d from the
stude nt grant in real terms since
1979.
Isabel Campbell

I

since 1979. T he Gove rnme nt"
was, they comm~nte d , in compl ete disarray, a nd " frightened "
of carrying out a review of stude nt
fin a ncing which wo uld reveal t hat
" hundreds of t housa nds o f st udents were livi ng below the pove rt y lever ·.
By fo ll owing current po licy, the
governmenl was virtually introducing student loans by de fault.
This has caused an "amazing
increase in pressure on stude nts".
Within uni versities, cuts in staff
and research were also the subject
of considerable concern. Cutbacks in servitors and security
staff at Edinburgh University had
been so severe that the University's insurers had refused to carry
the risk if any further cuts were
made .
The AUT's comments came
soon after a statement at the
annual conference of the Confederation of British Industry (CBI)
that "there is no case for cutting
by such a process ... which is bad
both for mo~ale and for efficienc:('.
Gary Duncan

Out ot the frying
pan ....

C heery news of the week is that
Donald Pollock has seen t he error
· of his ways. His prospective
tenancy of a Grassmarket Barrat
'Box is cance lled.

.. . Into the fire
Instead. th e street cred kid.
well warmed by his roasting at
Monday's Ge neral Meeti ng. is
moving to Stockbridge where at
least he' ll mee t "a better class of
drunk"'.

6-1, son
No joy for the Student football
team against the hacks from up
the street at the Students· Association. Bu t who was the small foul
mouthed child who interrupted
1his match of day at every opportunity until bein g brought down
outside the penalty area by
Andrew Borrow us a tenner Wilson' And why did the kid keep
calling President Mike Duckie
··Duckie"''

Gun-ho!
Three cheers for Tevio t Row
house committee (again). Never
ones to miss o ut on anv fun these
jolly people rea lly made the most
of th eir co mmittee dinner last
week. I'm sure Mike Devlin and
Robbie Foy did "t mind having
their clothes ripped off when they
were in the Parkroom bar.

Anti-Apartheid I

Firsts
Education 'crisis' for

The Association of University
Teachers (AUT) this week condemned the government's higher
education policies as "a shambles,
staggering from one crisis to
another" which was di§sipating
the pre-eminent education system in Scotland.
At a press conference o n T uesday, membe rs o f a deputati on th a t
was la te r to lobby the Scottish
O ffice o n higher educa tion, as
part o f the AUT's Week o f
Action , spoke of the cuts being
made throughout the UK's education system . These cuts were
being made a t a time when opportunities for students in Scotland
should be being increased and not
reduced. "If we do not produce
enough graduates," said one
member of the ·deputation , "we
won't produce the wealth. "
The government was , it was
felt , increasingly making higher
education a privilege and reducing opportunjties open to working-class students.
The deputation also commented on the 17% decrease in
the real value of student grants

·

Pollock
Th e re has been an increase this
year in the num ber o f first yea r
stude nts all ocated p laces in Pollock H a lls. The increase is of over
a hundred .
E USA Accommo dation Convener lain Catto sa id that there
are now 1,092 first yea r students
in residence in Pollock. and many
more in other halls and student
houses.
Those in Pollock comprise 73%
of those students on full board.
and much of the increase is in the
so-called Category A. This is the
category in which first years (including first year postgraduates)
with special needs for residence
are placed .
Although the increase in first
year intake is not official policy , it
follows closely upon last year's
·No Digs· campaign . which aimed
to guarantee a place in a hall of
residence or a student house to
any first year student wishing one.
Jenny Dunn.

I

Edinburgh Uni. 2
Obviously the University don·t
approve o f th e newlv named
·Ma nde la Centre ·. To celebrate .
they 've sta rte d blowing cold air
into the Potte rrow. Like the
: ·a ll those
. e ngineer sa id .
bodies will soo n heal it up ."" But
no1 as ho t as So uth Africa . I suspect.
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Letters Extra

UGC attacks Green
Paper inconsistency
The University Grants Committee has launched one of its most
critical attacks on Government
policies for higher education. It
accuses them of showing a lack of
understanding and of being
defeatist and inconsistent.
The Green Paper on higher
education contradicts the Government's own policies in respect
to schools and the national need
for graduates according to the
UGC. Moreover they claimed it
was inconsistent with the Green
Paper theme that if the country's
economic performance depended
vitally on the output of "able skil~
led
and
well
motivated
graduates".
Furthermore the UGC felt that
the Green Paper displayed little

understanding of the problems.
They completely underestimated
student numbers for the future
and even then the resources
granted would be insufficient let
alone cover the cost of restructuring the University system to meet
the Government's objectives. The
Government is making further
difficulties by pressing for
changes in subject balance. The
reducing of resources to the
degree intend was bound to mean
further cuts in staff.
Concern was felt by the UGC
that its previous request for truly
level funding had been ignored .
The unrealistic Governme·nt
assumption about pay they
believed would lead to a continuing decline in resources in real
terms, yet the Government was

asking Universities to take on a
range of new developments.
With fewer staff, meaning they,
would have to devote more time
to teach , research in particular
would be hit. However the UGC
stressed that they would not
remove research funding from
whole departments or universities
as the Green Paper suggests.
The Green Paper particularly
attacked the humanities but as the
UGC pointed out "the training of
the mind provided by an arts
course made such a course as vocationally relevant as a science
course." There could be no significant shift towards science and
technology places without additional resources, the UGC made
clear. ·
Laura Kibby

ESCA
handout

Photo by David Yarrow

"Hands up the only real man"

Back row (left to right): Andrew 0. Wilson, Graham Lindsay, Don MacCorquodale, Graham Heirson, Iain MacDonald, Donald Pollock. Front
row (left to right): Paul Greatrix, David Clark, Mike Devlin, Malcolm
Macleod.

This house believes
in sponsorship
In a successful week for the
Debates Committee, they managed to secure sponsorship to enable a team to represent Edinburgh
in an international competition in
New York next year, and play
host to the First Inter-University
debates final , sponsored by Esso.
The sponsorsh ip dea l was
agreed with an Ed inburgh-based·
firm of solicitors, Gordon Haig,
WS , in the wake of recent government legislation which now makes
it possible for solicitors to make
commercial sponsorships. Senior
partner W. Peter Boyd explained
his firm 's decision: "We are
delighted to have the opportunity
to make this sort of sponsorship
agreement. All four of the
partners in our firm are Edin- 1
burgh law graduates, and we were
only too happy to assist something 1
which we believed in. "
I
The deal will now make it possi- J
ble for two members of the
Debates Committee to represent
Edinburgh University in New
York in January in an interna'
tional debating competition.
Earlier in the week a national 1
inter-university debating competition was held in Teviot Row
Debating Hall. The event was
largely organised by Debate Secretary Jane Rogerson, and spon-.
sored entirely by Esso petrol.
Eighteen university teams from
Scotland, England and the Irish
Republic competed throughout
the day for a place in the final. '

j

Arguing the motion '"This House
believes that there's no place for
public opinion in medicine" ,
teams from Glasgow, Liverpool ,
Strathclyde, Dundee and Trinity
College Dublin won places to the
final. Edinburgh, as host university, did not compete in any part
of the competition.
The judges were ex-Labour MP
and SNP Executive member, Jim
Sillars, Professor McCormack,
Dean of the Law Faculty, and a
senior representative from Esso.
All said that there was a "r~markably high standard" during a
debate which produced many serious angles.
John Daly , Convener of
Debates at Glasgow, and Kerry
Flynn , Presidents of their Dialectics Society, won the final decisively from Glasgow University.
The judges said their decision had
been
unanimous,
although
Strathclyde was placed "an excellent second".
Speaking against the set
motion, John Daly said in his winning Spee.ch that "to exclude the
public from medical developments is highly dangerous", and
argued that to take the public view
out of medicine was to give doctors and medical researchers carte
blanche to experiment as they saw
fit . Several speakers from the
floor, during a well-supported
open section, echoed this argument.
Devin Scobie

The Edinburgh
Students'
Charities Appeal .gave away more
than £14,000 last Wednesday to
fifteen different charities in their
annual distribution of cheques.
At a small reception, the
money which was raised by ESCA
during the 1985-85 academic year
was presented to organisations as
diverse as Dr. Barnado's and the
National Schizophrenia Fellowship. The cheques themselves
ranged from the £6615 for the
University Settlement to £400 for
the Samaritans.
However , it was obvious from
the talk at the presentation that
for some of the smaller· organisations their cheques were more significant to them than the large
sums given to the better known
charities.
Ronnie Allan of the Edinburgh
Hospital Broadcasting Service
made the point: "For a small body
like o urselves with a total annual
budget of £6000, our £400 cheque
will really help against something
like the rates, which can really
clobber u . " But Bob Elliott of
Dr. Barnado's stressed that while
the £1200 they received represented a small part of their
annual receipts , "eve ry bit is
extremely useful."
On the vexed question of the
'U nderpants for Africa' hoax
neither Bob Elliott nor David
Nelson , a university lecturer and
representative of the Cystic Fibrosis Research Trust , was impressed. Any hypocrisy involved lay
with the hoaxes , they felt , since
people could not profess to be
charity workers and then condemn the means used to raise
money. At the same time both
thought their respective charities
would prefer to be informed if
such an event was to be held in
their name!
"Students are in a unique position ," said Mr Nelson,"since each
year there is a fresh turnover with
new enthusiasm to tap. So long as
their methods are legal , im11ortant contribution the likes of
ESCA makes has to continue."
ESCA will shortly be selling
Christmas trees from their Guthrie Street headquarters . About
200 will be on sale at £1 a foot
Also come April, three intrepid
individuals, suitably clad will · be
lodging in the Penguin Enclosure
at Edinburgh, taking money at the
same time.
Michael Moore

Philosophy

of
Scientists
Dear Dull and Boring Student,
Oh yes! Science does indeed do
terrible things to the poor old grey
matter. But enough of this horseshit.
My opinion of Arts students?
Blah, blah, blah, nuclear wars,
blah, blah, Tory bastards, blah,
blah, The Smiths, blach ... etc.,
etc.
So while you're twiddling your
imaginative and anarchic thumbs
down there- at GS, why not try
something constructive? How
about quantum mechanics?!
PTANG WHOOP KERDUNK
(YAWN) SMASH . . . etc., etc.
(Eat your heart out (not the real)
Neil Taylor!).
Yours sheepishly,
A real KB Bozo

Palestinians
call on
Jews to
explain
themselves
Dear Student,
We call o n the EU Jewish Society on behalfof the EU Friends of
Palestine Society to retract , publicly , those state ments written on
official Jewish Society posters,
and displayed throughout Pollock
Halls prior to the AGM , without
the EUSA stamp of approval.
Statements claiming that EU
Friends of Palestine are anti-semitic and are attempting to ban the
EU Jewish Society are totally
unfounded
and,
moreover,
untrue.
We suggest that the EU Jewish
Society refrain from resorting to
such '·smear tactics"' and that the
EU Friend of Palestine constitution before making such accusations which ·could lead to simil ar
misrepresentatives .
Yours since rely,
Judith Cunnison,
EU Friends of Palestine.

More on
Ireland
Dear Student,
On Thursday 14th November a
letter appeared in your newspaper
_wntten by the Ulster Unionists in
conjunction with the Conserva.
tive Association. In this letter
they proceeded to display their
usual high levels of intelligence
and openmindedness which one
would associate with such scho.
lars.
They described the Labour
Club 's arrangement of a public
meeting at which Jim McAllister
spoke as "a shame, and another
blot on the face of socialism". o
you blacks, you stones ... you
cruel men of Dublinbe lfast - the
same socialism which has prevai_led in Northern Ireland under
the loyalist dominated governme_n t for the last 70 years - ever
heard of gerrymandering? Civil
rights for Catholics - no chance
baby: " let them eat cake" .
It is not Jim McAllister and his
ilk who represent an insult to the
hundreds of students from Northern Ireland here at Edinburgh
University. Rather it is you and
your type who make everyone
here think that we (stupid?) Irish
can't go away without bringing
our prejudcies a nd bigotries with
us and making exhibition of ourselves.
I also observe with great
interest that certain members of
the loyalist faction , or our friends
from Londonbelfast as they
should be known , stooped to the
depths of the " Bogside Republican Scum" and threw missi les at
that "jackanapes with scarves" Mr
McAllister - where's your freedom of speech or great democracy
'which you are always crowing
about?
In conclusion , I applaud the
ed itor of Student' comment that
" nothing can be gained from
those societies that simply foster
those prejudices".
I cal l therefore upon the ,
Societies Council to expel the UIS·
ter Unionist Student Organisation
on the grounds that they are no
longer (perhaps never have
been?) a creditable society and
merely serve to harbour religious
bigotries which should be left al
hom e and not carried over into
university li fe in Scotland.
Yours sincerely,
The Jolly Roger of
Dublinderry

IMPORTANT WARNI NG
THE ORGANISERS OF

"THRUST 85"
FEEL OBLIGED TO WARN POTENTIAL PARTY GOERS
OF A DELICATE DISPOSITION NOT TO ATIEND DUE
TO THE NATURE OF THIS EVENT at
THE ELECTRIC CIRCUS (KING'S STABLE ROAD)
ON WEDNESDAY 4th DECEMBER (10 pm-4 am)
-FIRE WILL BE EATEN - PEOPLE WILL-BELLY DANCE UNTIL
THEY FAINT- REAL LIVE PYTHONS , SEVEN FEET LONG WILL
DANCE WITH YOU -'SCOTLAND'S LEADING REGGAE BANDSKANGA WILL PLAY-THE FESTIVAL'S TOP JAZZ BAND- 'SWING'
85 WILL PLAY - PEOPLE WILL EAT THEMSELVES SILLY WJTJ-1 A
FREE FULL BREAKFAST!-LOTS LOTS MORE HORRIBLE THINGS!

ALL IN AID OF THE TRUST FOR LONG TERM
DEVELOPMENT iN EAST AFRICA (Charity No.292230)
THOSE WHO FEEL THEY WILL BE ALRIGHT MA y
RING FOR TICKETS AT:
3320769
225 1600

STUDENT

Irish victory should not be British defeat

The ayes have -jt
Whatever the flaws of the Annual General Meeting of the Students'
Association on Monday night, at least everyone left feeling that they
had achieved something concrete.
So we changed the name of Student Centre House to "The Mandela
Centre"; we opposed the closing of Gartcosh steel works; we decided
to affiliate to Scottish CND; we condemned the Fowler Review on
Social Security; we decided to stock recycled paper products in Union
shops; and we condemned Glasgow Rangers for their sectarian signing policy.
While 576 was a respectable quorum, there were still around 9,500
people who were not there. A quorate General Meeting has the
constitutional power to speak for all students; what was shown on
Monday night was that if we choose not to come along and changes we
do not like take place, it is our own loss.
If we believe that, because we have no direct power over worldwide
and nationwide issues, there is no point in haying motions on them,
then there is no point in having meetings - and there is also no point
in discussion at any level, except by the Government. What the
relatively informed and rational debate on Monday night showed was
that sometimes the actual experience of discussion can be valuable in
itself. When we see our contemporaries speaking up for the ideas they
believe in, we are put in a position where we have to think.
Moreover, even if writing a letter to an MP doesn't sound a big
deal, no MP with a sense of self-preservation would ignore the
constitutional voices of a potential 10,000 voters. And even if
renaming the Student Centre doesn't "rectify" any situation, it is at
least a clear statement of policy.
While the meeting was valuable, it is not time for the sabbaticals to
rest on their laurels. It will be just as hard to get so many interesting
motions together next time. While procedural difficulties like the
order of speaking, the order of the motions and the quality of the
sound system were considerable, the most unsatisfactory aspect of the
meeting was that of the presentation of the budgets of EUSA and its
trading company, EUSACO.
When the budget was challenged by Adrian McNemanin, who was
making a valid point, Treasurer Donald Pollock did not seem to grasp
that this objection should have been made to the democratically
elected and open-to-the-public Finance Committee. In fact no one
seemed sure until Charles Fishburne, the Permanent Secretary, had
a word in President Mike Devlin's ear.
As lain Cameron rightly pointed out, it is simply not viable for
EUSA to pull out of EUSACO; a huge sum of Students' Association
money would simply be lost. While the General Meeting is not the
place for a full d iscussion of detailed accounts, the EUSACO accounts
should have been presented in a fuller form, in order that they could
be explained more efficiently.
Keep trying lads.
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seats at Westminster, lhus depriving their electors of democratic
represe ntati on.
Mr Ve mli anin compares the
situation in Northern Ireland with
that in South Afri ca. The two are
not comparable. Raci ally discriminatory legislation exists in
South Africa; no legislation in
Northern lrel<1nd discriminates
agai nst race or religion. The law in
North ern Irel and is very simil ar (if
not ide nti cal) to th e law in England and Wa les - a ll citize n~
enjoy equa l rights under law.
I wonder if Mr Vemlianin has
talked to many people from
Northern I re land (other th an
extremists), o r has ever visited th e
province? It is sa id that anyone
who isn 't confused by Northern
Ireland doesn't understand the
situation. Mr Vemlianin's letter
may be lacking in facts and logic
but it shows no sign of confusion.
Extremist attitudes (whether
unionist or nationalist) will do
nothing to solve the problems in
the North.
Yours,
lain Baird.

When a

the unemployed to use University
facilities during the week.
Although this motion was unanimously supported amongst those
who were there, as per usual , the
meeting was not quorate and thus
it was not introduced. It appears
that those in the Potterrow Committee who stand for freedom to
govern for blacks in South Africa,
do not believe that this freedom
should apply in Edinburgh.
Finally, I would like to point
out that the four can be seen
behind the diner every Wednesday and Friday with a wadge of
beer vouchers in their hands while
other members of the committee
appear happy to spend their time
behind the desks for the price of a
single drink. Is it surprising that
the Gang of Four hold the top four
positions in the Potterrow Committee? Freedom and democracy
at work!! I think not!
Yours sincerely,
A. N. Observer

"'4

'
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mistakes
Jacqui Brown

What terror? Terror is innicted
by terrorist organ isations. Certainly the UVF an d UFF have
attacked and murdered Catholics;
these organ isati ons have been
outlawed by the British democracy Mr Ve mlia nin condemns.
The IRA and JNLA have also
murdered Catholics as well as
Protestants, and are likewise outlawed.
What basic democratic rights
-are Catholics denied? They can·
vote in local and pari!amentary
elections, as can all citizens of the
UK. Perhaps Mr Vemlianin refers
to the refusal of the government
to have dealings with elected
members of Sinn Fein. However,
Sinn Fein MPs refuse to take their
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Dear Student,
It has come to my notice that
the Potterrow Committee, or
more precisely the junta of four
within the aforementioned body,
are not the true advocates of
democracy and freedom they
seem to think .
First to fall under the ha mmer
( and sickle) of the gang of four
was the symbol of last year's
Green Banana Club: the Goths!
Many of these black-clad punks
are not at college or university and
thus must be signed i'n on Wednesday and Friday evenings. Many
more are neither violent nor abusive and visit the Potterrow for the
reason that there is no other club
for them to visit during the week.
This term , however, measures
appear to have been taken to prevent these people from being
allowed to enjoy the "pleasures,,
of this student establishment.
Last year , a motion was taken
to the General Meeting to allow

General

Hw~e Tr

police force simil ar in organisation to other police forces in the
UK. Both are thus accountable
for their actions . Neither is. a
paramilitary organisation.·
He also wrote " British 'democracy' in Northern Ireland means
every Catho lic is a target for terror and is denied basic democratic
rights".

Observi~g Potterrow

DHT
\
Lecture Theatres

1 Buccle uch Place. Edinburgh EHS 9LW Tel. 031-667 5718/9278
Meetings Friday J p.m.

Editor

Last week yo u printed a letter
from Ivan Vemlianin of the RCS.
In it he wrote, "Yes, Irish victory
means British defeat and this is
precisely why every socialist
should wholeheartedly support
the armed,,struggle of the Irish
people ....
Surely if one desires "Irish victory" it should be for its own sake,
not because it means British
defeat? Does Mr Vemlianin
Support equal rights for South African blacks because it would
benefit ·them , or because it would
defeat the whites?
Mr Vemlianin seems to equate
victory for the IRA/Sin n Fein with
"Irish victory". Sinn Fein does not
have majority support in 'either
the North or South of Ireland. An
IRA victory would be an
extremist nationalist victory, not
an Irish victory .
Mr Vemlianin also refers to
"the British state and its
paramilitary organisations". I
think he must mean the UDR and
the RUC. The UDR is part of the
British army and the RUC is a

~

for general

Tory is
not a
.,..,
.1. ory ...
Dear Editor ,
When will rank and file Conservatives realise that the present.
FCS simply is not a Conservative
organisation? It is radical , indeed
I have heard members describe
themselves as such . And. my
friends , the two terms are mutually exclusive. As a true Conservative 1 am ashamed of the FCSand I am sure I speak for many.
The Federation, it appears.
refutes the days when the Conservative party was the party of moderation, of community. It seems
that nowadays the past is to be
rejected out of hand.
This is of course amply
demonstrated by the deplorable
attack on Lord Stockton. Criticism of 'fellow· Conservatives is
naturally perfectly acceptable
(unlike others. we do belive in
intra-part y democracv) but to
stoop to personal (and pote ntially
libellous) insult is despicable . I
put it to Mr Macgregor that Lord
Stockton's achievements amount
to something more than those of
the frequently puerile rahblc , of
the FCS.
To use Russel Kirk"s words.
··Conservatism

degree
Dear Ed itor,
Miss Williamson (ref. page 13
Student
of
Thursday,
14
November) is mistaken about an
important aspect of the General
Honours degree. Regulation 3.5
(Calendar, page 43) states that the
candidates for the degree "will be
placed in one of three grades to be
denominated respectively First
Class, Second Class and Third
Class Honours". It has been so
from the inauguration of the
c!egree four years ago.
It is the General degree that
"may be awarded Simpliciter or
· with Merit or with Distinction'"
(Regulation 2.6, Calendar page
41).
Yours faithfully,
Y, Nadeau,

Asst. Secy., Faculty of Arts.

When writing to Student,
please include your name,
address, telephone number
and.matriculation number. If
you do not wish your name to
be printed, please say so.

is

community

of the spirit. not social atomism ..
Heed well, Mr Macgregor.
A nd I wo.nder just how many FCS
smembers have read ·The Road to
Serfdom · and rea lised that in
Havek"s scheme there is still a
substantial role for the State. l
wonder how nuiny know that
Friedman has by now moved on
from the form of monetarism
embraced and adapted by the
powers that be. Indeed, I wonder
how long it will be until Mrs
Thatcher herself is denounced as
bei!Jg too left wing; or will the present idolartism be able to check
such developments!
No doubt FCS fans will dismiss
me an an old fuddy duddy for my
not advocating rootless individualism or the free sale of
heroin on the streets. But I say
that this is the Conservative Party,
and not the Libertarian Alliance.
Douglas Munro
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Hounds of Hell
Paul Hullah- Myth or Madness?
Student investigates
TEENAGE DOG ORGY/
DOG BREATH
Hoochie Coochie Club

It was the night when the
Hooch's regular hipsters had
to decide whether this lot
were for real or just pissing
about. A tricky decision to
make, really, since Teenage
Dog Orgy can be either or
both at the - same time.
dfpending on one's perspective
(ie
alcohol
level)
However, this reviewer was
sober enough to decide that Dog
Breath are definitely 1101 fdr real
and definitely are pissing about.
Their singer (fami liar from his
performances with The Cyclones)
refused to let such problems as his
rapidly disintegrating overcoat
and a temperamental snare-drum
deter him from the real business at
hand of setting the tone for the
evening: tasteless but funny .
Well, this is the only way to
describe their radical reworking
of Marc Bolan's Jeepster, SheepShagging Marz . The trendies were
shaken but not stirred, and resolved to await the stars of the show.
At this stage, I must confess
that my verdict is coloured by having witnessed what will surely go
down in history as the definitive
Teenage Dog Orgy show last
October at Potterrow. Suffice it to
say that Sunday's display was
clearly lacking in something,
, though exactly what it lacked one
can only speculate. Maybe it was
because Paul Hullah's glasses
broke, or maybe I'm just piqued

Rruffi?! -

it certainly was!
Photo: John Lindsay

that he didn't give me a namecheck this time. Or perhaps it's
that, when all is said and done,
Potterrow is their spiritual home.
But enough quibbling, this
was still brilliant entertainment,
due almost entirely to Hullab's
comic gifts. Chickens opens the
set and boasts the opening line:
I've been killing chickens, I've
been killing niggers/Chickens, niggers- all the same to me. You can
see how he got a first-class English
degree.
After their rousing rendition of
..the Jesus and Mary Chain's Never
Understand and a sadly truncated
Postman Pat, it seemed that the
Hooch's masses had decided.
"We're Teenage Dog Orgy and

we're fucking .
brilliant,"
announced Paul , modestly. "No
you're not, you're shit, pure shit!"
screamed one punter, who'd
clearly had enough and his poor
line in heckling was soon echoed
by his mates. But Mr Hullah soon
put them right: "Ah no, you're
wrong. What we're doing is breaking down barriers, pushing back
musical frontiers, although it
might
indeed
sound
like
shit. .. ." The hecklers retired in
bewilderment to the bar.
Hullah kept the Jimmy Saville- ·
isms flying thick and fast ("Now
then , now then ... Yes indeedy,
didn't quite make the Top Ten
. . . and quite rightly so ... ")
and they were usually called upon

The Shop Assistants
On the High Wire

to kill time during the trequem
technical problems , the most
dramatic of which occurred during the finale, Cowboys, when the
Hooch was quite literally submerged in dry ice; the band took
this opportunity to depart the
stage relatively unnoticed.
The in-crowd drew a sigh of
relief-doubtless they'll feel a lot
more at ease with A Certain Ratio
tomorrow . But my money's still
on Teenage Dog Orgy although
I'll surely lose it in the end. They
appear at the Jailhouse next Wednesday so go along and enjoy
yourself for a change. Where have
all the rainbows gone? Yes
indeedy, Paul, where?
Keith Cameron

TWISTED NERVE/
VICEROYS

4

KB Union

Friday, 22nd November r
9.30 pm and this arts studen;
was in a taxi heading down to
KB to see the Viceroys,
(Who?)
Cox Maclean on guitar stole the
show again (cloth cap covering up
his terrible haircut) , while Steve
"You're so boring it's untrue"
Pringle moved twice . Who said
the Viceroys lacked a front man?
Douglas (what's his name?) 0 ~
drums, looked a bit stale; all these
loose women eh Dougie, will you
perform any better for £15 we
asked ourselves!!!. Wildthing pro
voked the usual riot and the KB
bouncers moved in to break things
up . As with most Viceroy gigs the
dance floor was getting crowded
before the band were finally
levered off stage to make way for
Twisted Nerve.
Cheers from the Goths and for
a second it looked as if the high
level of activity was to be maintained , but no, lethargy set in,
weighed down by bullet belts eh
lads , and the band's small army of
followers divided to sit the whole
set out (the 'Potterrow Death
Cult', as one wit remarked) . This
was a shame as Twisted Nerve
cracked right off into a thundering
rhythm which had potential for
frenzy. The vocals were poor,
however (which might have had
something to do with the vocalist's
inability to sing) and the guitar,
though not bad, could have done
with a lot more thrash . Still I'm
biased, I remember punk before
'Dirge' set in . Luckily the disco
was still going and I retired with
the bulk of the Viceroy following
to dance to Jimmy Jimmy .
Another good Extravaganza?
Well it could have done with more
people and there was no cheap
booze as in the past ( strong evidence that the lack of the former
was caused by the latter) . All in all
not a bad evening, but given the
inaccessibility of KB Union a
return to the days of a free whisky
with every drink might be a good
idea.
'
HamishM-S.

KILL THE BASTARD PAP! The mindless working of
supercilious shitty superstars in sunkissed studios in the
Bahamas, ''Yes, Paula, the new album, well we've spent eight
months and half a million pounds on it. -Robbie Palmer
features on it and Stevie Speilberg did the video ... we wanted
to get back to our roots." CRAP!! KILL BASTARD PAP!!
NOW!!

Here comes someone just to wake you up,
Here comes the morning just to trip you up.

Safety Net
The Shop Assistants have just spent £400 and five days in a
. basement in Sunny Granton-by-the-sea, down wind from the
chemical works, recording their new single, Safety Net.
A quick runaround with the Shop Assistants. REASONS
FOR LIVING and INTERESTING FACTS:
ALEX (Vocals): I like living!
ALLDAY LONG has been at the top of the independent charts
for the last three months.
ANNE (Drums): The Shop Assistants
a session for john peel
BRIAN SUPERSTAR (Pastels): Amphetamines
two hours of england with the pastels
DAVID (guitar): The Shop Assistants and Pastels badges.
interviews in record mirror nme.
'DOUG (BRIX Bandits): Hoping finally to get the girl I've been
in love with (... The Day Before Tomorrow)
support gigs w_ith the Jesus and Mary Chain.
SARAH (Bass): Four pints of Eighty Shilloings.
four girls and one boy.
GRANT (Splash One): Wire
a chatter of drums, a melange of melody and feedback, and th~
voice of an angel, sugar-sweet, head over heels, falling an
laughing, in a still small voice blowing a hurricane.
LAURA (Drums): It's fun.l/21
MORE THAN REASON ENOUGH!
Andrew TullY
Graphic: Aggi

Keep Taking
. the Tablets

ZIPS FOR LIPS
Queen's Hall

As our ever-charming
editor said in last week's
Pulse, this ensemble are the
sole reason for all my tedious
reviews. I will unashamedly
~admit that my liking fpr this
band drove me to seek the
much sought after post of jazz
correspondent for Student.
Last Friday night at the
Queen's Hall (do you realise
I've used that phrase every
. week since I started writing
these reviews?) was the acid ·
test of whether my attempts to
_push this band through these
columns had succeeded. They
hadn't.

But before choking on my own
gush, I'll dispose of the other two
acts on the bill. It has to be said,
Jim Vincent was rotten, What he
dished up as jazz was dull , appal·Jingly improvised and badly_
played. His one piece was a halfhour Jong Stars-on-45 medley of
unconnected whitterings. Contos
Plus Brass, the last act, were a
good deal better. Billed as Edinburgh's first salsa big band , they
attempted to bring some of the
South American summer to
November
Edinburgh.
But,
although
the
percussionists ,

Zips For Lips were, even by their
own high standards, magic. I had
first seen this band at the Charity
Week dance in 1984 when, even
the band admit, they went down
like a lead balloon (Led Zippilin?). But a crowd of pissed students has never been the best
audience for any jazz band. .

Their music is difficult to
describe without waving your.
hands around a Jot or getting very
technical , which would only show
up my very limited knowledge of
the subject. But anyway , here are
a few adjectives: exotic , strange.
witty , frightening; some of them
are fuck all to do with the band,
but if you .ever need any adjectives , you 'll know where to look.
I'm sorry, but I really don 't know
how to describe them. Look , I'm
trumpeter and trombonist played sorry, what more can I say.
a blinder, they were hampered by
Well , yo u've probably learned
the poor singi ng of one· of the
front ladies; I'm not going to be m·ore about James Jazz than about
bitchy , but she couldn't dance the band , I'm inarticulate, I'm an
ex-hippy , and I'm spending more
either.
time writing about myself than
· So here comes the gush (is that about the music .
a Peter Gabriel song I hear?).
James Jazz

Christmas is coming round
again with its annoying regularity and does Santa have
some musical treats for you!!
Well, no, but I've got to try
and cheer you up somehow.

Photo: John Lindsay
The Playhouse Theatre rocked from Tuesday to Saturday of last week
to the 'hip-hop' sound ofrabble-rouser Cliff Richard. Sporting a tasteful
magenta suit, he had them a-movin' an' a-groovin' in their seats to the
accompaniment of a stunning laser show.
Showing no signs of age, he romped through the sacraments, from
G?'1 at one end lo Devil Woman at the other, pausing to chat informally
with the audience en· route. His strong belief in God and preaching to
others does, however, beg the question as to how he can stiU openly
defend his playing ·or concerts in Sun City in South Africa. Would he be
so keen to play the Mandela Centre at the University, I ask myself?

Perhaps the best pre-Christmas
The ever reliable Hooch boasts
present is that Blancmange !Jave
spared us the agony and decided to Manchester funksters A Certain
cancel tlieir Monday gig at the Ratio, whose name is so laden with
Playhouse, which is unfortuante Nazi connotations that it makes
for the pair who actually bought New Order seem relatively innocutickets but a huge relief for our ous. However their music, espeprospective reviewer. A much bet- cially live, has a certain hypnotic
ter bet is ace American blues man quality so do try and elbow your
way through the posers on Friday.
Robert Cray who plays the same
That man Elton John is at the
venue on Sunday and is sure to
impress with his smooth vocals Playhouse on Friday but if you're
and accomplished guitar work desperate to see A Certain Ratio
that must make Eric Claptout wish too then fear· not! 01' four eyes is
he'd give up years ago. ·well, I playing tonight as well. I've a lot of
wish he'd ,iven up years ago, any- time for Elephant and it should be
a good show, providing they manway.
Sunday night is also the time for age to keep George Michael off
LA band The Rain Parade to take stage.
Back to pastures nearer home
the stage at the Hoochie Coochie
Club. These are the people that got -i.e. Potterrow-there's a Politics
Richard Skinner all hot and Society do on Saturday, featuring
Madness,
Rote
bothered and raving about some Suffocation
New Wave of West Coast Ameri- Kapelle and local pop stars The
can Psychedelia but don't be put Shop Assistants who are fast making a name for themselves in Big
off.

Money land; well, they've done a
session for John Peel.
On the Tube tomorrow night
you can enjoy the dubious pleasures of The Cult, plus Cameo and
the Untouchables. Beats of the
Heart on Sunday is Part 2 of the
Romany Trail feature on Gypsy
Music.· However, easily overshadowing these is Tuesday's
Whistle Test which is, dare I say it,
ORGASMIC. As if New Order live
at the Hacienda Club in Manchester were not enough, old Velvet
Underground cronie John Cale
and best new band of the year, the
Fine Young Cannibals, are live in
the studio.
Finally, I note that Magnum
appear at the Playhouse on Wednesday. Do avoid their fourth-rate
metal wall of sound and instead,
start growing your hair for AC/DC
in January - late again, Santa.
Keith Cameron

THE DAINTEES/
VIRGI NIA ASTLEY
Hoochie Coochi e Club
,Cinema 1
Until Saturday 30

There was lots of talk on
Friday evening about flowers.
and nostalgia and pure indulgent fantasies, which does
indeed smack of a twee Laura
Ashley orgy and stuff in the
Botanical
Gardens,
but
wasn't.
Virginia Astley sang and played
a silver flute with The Daintees as
her backing band for the first half
of the night, or at least I think this
was the general plan , but she
wouldn't go off stage . She
charmed the hearts and minds of
many with songs like Love's a
Lonely Place To Be. " Don't you
when
evetything
remember
seemed great but was really horrible?" she enquired swfetly.
Perhaps she did go on a bit - at
one point she became a little flustet,ed ana called across to the
m~nager, "Are we supposed to be
doing a break?" Such childish
enth ·
1 us1asm . It was utterly lovely.
noticed several people overcom
· gratitude for 'such a
r ,e with
efreshmg little performance,

M1SHIMA 11s1 ,
Paul Schrader's film of the trfe and violent death of the Japanese writer and polilical iconoclast
Yukio Mishima. Biographical sections are intercut with stylised incidents from Mishima's works,
which illustrate key aspects of his character, and the score by Ph ilip Glass is both 1hrilling and
hypnotic.
Clnema2
Until Saturday 30

6 00 and 8.30

1984 1151
Richard Burton is magnificent in his last screen role in this adaptation of Orwell's desolate
vision.
Cinema2
London Film Festival on Tour
Sun1Dec
6.00and8.15

NO MAN'S LAND 11s1
Alain Tanner directs this story of friendship, love and smuggling .

Like a Virgin? I certainly do.

Photo: John Lindsay

Mon 2

6.45 and 8.45

LETIERS FROM AN UNKNOWN LOVER IPGI
Herbert has a vary good head on his shoulders. And another one in a dish on his desk...

hurriedly retreat to a dark corner
to cool their heated brows with
sachets of perfumed herbs. Ho
hum. On to greater things.
And they certainly were. 'Greater, that is. Martin Stephenson ,
main man , superstar, lead singer
and comic , managed to play some
Daintees songs without interruption from Virginia. He said things
like , "Are there any cowboys
here? " There wasn't a stetson in
sight so he did Watch Where The
Kisses Blow instead. "A bit of illbehaved feedback prompted a
wry "Hey! This is r~k and roll."
And wasn't it just? Trouble Town

and Crocodile Crying were highlights of the night methinks ("Has
any
musical
anyone
got
crutches?")
Introducing a song called Soaring he said, "This is so boring
you'll be able to join in by the
end." Ah, a wonderful sense of
humour indeed . Coupled with
some fine songs this made for
entertainment with a big E for
about two hours. Two hours? In
the Hooch? and TH~ they came
back on at ten to th,ee for two
encores. And doncha just love
'em for it? We certainly do.

Suzanne Doran

Tue3

6.00and8.15

LETIERS TO AN UNKNOWN LOVER IPGI
Private passions and betrayal against the background of occupied France.

Clnemat
Sun 1 to Sat 7 Dec

6.15 and 8.30 (not 6.15 Sun 1)

SUBWAY 11s1
Stylish an~ flash. Christopher (GREYSTOKE) Lambert stars, in a very different sort of jungle.

IVI TH EAT RE

F

-----------L M S O C

FILMHOUSE F

B E D ,L A M NETHER BOW

228 2688
Lothian Road
SPLASH
28Nov: 2.30
Very amusing film about a mermaid, played by Daryl Hannah,
who assumes human form and
comes to New York to find her
lost love.
MISHIMA
28-30 Nov: 5.45, 8.15
29 Nov: 2.30
A study by Paul 'Cat People'
Schrader of the Japanese writer,
actor and director who gained
notoriety fro, besides being
homosexual, storming a Tokyo
garrison in 1970.

Forrest Rd.

1984

28-30 Nov: 6.00, 8.00
30 Nov: 2.30
A fresh adaption of Orwell's book
with stunning performances
from John Hurt and Richard Burton in one of his last roles.
SUBWAY
1 Dec: 8.30; 4 Dec: 2.30
2-4 Dec: 6.15, 8.30
, Lovable, well-dressed punk, Fred
(Christopher Lambert), takes up
residence in the Paris Metro and
falls in with all hte various lowlife
characters who hang -0ut in the
stations
NO MAN'S LAND
1 Dec: 6.00, 8.15
This film is first in a series of films
on a touring exhibition from the
29th London Film Festival. Set on
the borders between France and
Switzerland, it concentrates on
the crimes and the sad characters
of the region.
RE-ANIMATOR
2 Dec: 6.45, 8.15
Another in the series of London
Film Festival shows. All about a
crazy scientist who finds a way to
reanimate dead bodies
COMFORT AND JOY
3Dec: 2.30
Bill 'Gregory's Girl' Forosyth's
. latest film about a Glaswegian
radio personality who urwittingly gets involved in a loc"I icecream ,war
ADVERTS ON FILM
3Dec: 8.30
All the prizewinners from the
Cannes ' Festival of Advertising
Films. All your favourites from
film and cinema.
LETTERS TO AN
UNKNOWN LOVER ·
3 Dec: 6:00, 8.15
Another film from the London
Film Festival. Two escapees from
a POW camp head towards the
home of their love, played by
Cherie Lunghi, and mistakenly
think they feature in her future
life.
LA LUNA
4 Dec: 5.15, 8.00
First in a new season of Bertolucci films at the Film house. Jill
Clayburgh plays the mother who
has designs on her own son.

STARMAN ,
GREMLINS
29Nov: 11.15
Odeon
In the first film an alien, played by
Jeff Bridges, takes on the guise of
an astronaut to visit Earth, which
is confusing to the astronaut's
widow. Gremlins was last Christmas's Spielberg c~tiefilm, which
featured the sweetest beastie
ever seen on film.
THE WAR GAME
PORKLIPS NOW
APOCALYPSE NOW
1 Dec: 6.45
George Square Theatre
The original film banned 'by BBC
which graphically shows the
effects of nuclear war. The second is an all-out ip-off of the third
film, Coppola's masterpiece of
Vietnam; the tensions, the massacres and exactly what the Gl's
thought of 'serious' isslles.
BILL DOUGLAS TRI LOG¥
MY CHILDHOOD: MY AIN FOLK
MY WAY HOME
4Dec:,6.45
Pleasance
A series of films by miner's son
Bill Douglas which concentrates
on the way of life in mining town
Newcraighall, just outside Edinburgh.
·
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SANTA CLAUS- THE MOVIE
1.45, 5.40, 8.15
The Hollywood view of the Santa
Claus legend with all the special
effects of lfying sleighs, chimney
pots and lots of ho-ho-hos, no
doubt. Du~ey Moore in one of
his most fi ing roles to date, as
one of San a's elves.
PURPLE RJSE OF CAIRO
2.00, 5.15, .00
Woody A len's latest features
Mia Farrow as a woman so besotted by her movie idol that she
entices him from the celluloid
into real life, which plays havoc
with her downbeat life in New
Jersey, especially whe.n the
director appears to claim hjs star.
COCOON
·
2.00, 5.30, 7.55
Spi~lberg-type film about a set of
cocoons left behind in a swimming pool. Before their extraterrestrial owners can reclaim them,
they have a bizarre effect on
some old folks, who suddenly get
the urge to go break-dancing, etc.
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THE BALD PRIMA DONNA
4 Dec: 1 pm
Tickets: £1.25 to non-members;
75p for members
By Eugene Ionesco. WitnessTheatre of the Absurd.

STRIKERS
Till 30 Nov; 8 pm
Tickets: £3 (cone. £2)
By Donald Campbell
A play depicting life in Scotland
today. The effects of economic
decline told with humour and
compassion.

FRENCH WITHOUT TEARS
by Terrence Rattigan
29 Nov-1 Dec: 7.30 pm
Tickets: £2.00-£1.25

THE BEAR and THE DEEP
FREEZE
3rd-21st Dec; 8 pm
Tickets: £3 (copnc. £2)
By Anton Chekhov and Robert
Kemp respectively. One of
Chekhov's shorter plays, com112 West Bow, Grassmarket
bined with a one-act acomedy
226 2633
provide humour and enjoyment.
There's also mulled wine and
HOGG - THE SHEPHERD JUS- · mince pies during the interval I
TIFIED
Till 1 Dec; 8 pm
Tickets: £4.50 (cone. £3.50) In
celebration of 150th Anniversary,
Frederic Mohr has written this
new work, Donald Douglas stars Grindlay St.
2299697
in this one-man play.

TRAVERSE

LYCEUM

EDINBURGH
PLAYWRIGHTS
WORKSHOP
1 Dec; 5.30
Tickets: £1.25 (cone. 75p)
Portraits read by its writers Ian
Tallis. A discussion follows the
play.

HAMLET
Till 30 Nov; 7.15 pm
Ticket range: £2-£5
By his Royal Highness, William "I
invented English Literature"
Shakespeare. Shaky fans will be
glum, When Hammy finishes his
runl

EXHIBS
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,
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N NATIONAJ_
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Carlton Road
(5561010)

(226 4531)

CHRISTMAS
EXHIBITION:
AND
WATERPAINTINGS
COLOURS
Fro;n 28 Nov to 21 Dec. Fre ..
Over one hundred artists from
the period 1700 to 1£940 show off
their talent. A good opportunity
to see the diversity of art within
one gallery.

trHOMAS DE QUINCEY, AN
ENGLISH OPIUM EATER
Until 31 Jan. Free.
This bicentenary exhibition tells
the life of Thomas De Quincey
livho lived from 1785 to 1859, with
exciting insights into his wierd
existence.

N A TIO NA L
0 P E N E V E G.A L L E R V
G
A L L E R V (55689211
C

Lothian Road
229 3030
MAD MAX- BEYOND
THUNDERDOME
2.20, 5.20, 8.25
Mel Gibson as Max, i;)attling
against sand dunes and the usual
collection of post-apocalyptic
Newbattle Terrace
447 2660
DESPERATELy SEEKING SUSAN weirdos, including Tina Turner
2.15, 5.15, 8. l 5
as the wicked Aunty entity. MarMadonna is the elusive Susan, vellous action scenes.
1
\
whose disappearance fascinates a THE GOO NIES
New Hampshire housewife who · 2.'.20, 5.20, 8.20
,
becomes dragged into the mvs- This
Christmas's
~ickly
tery and underworld,
sweetspielberg film. A group of
1
ST ELMO'S FIRE ·
children exploring an old hf
use
2.15, 5.15,8.15
break their way into some ing
The ultimate yuppy movie, cov- which looks remarkably lik the
ers a group oftoo good to be true set of Temple of Doom. Is SpielAmerican college graduates as b~rg running out of money, or
they makii their way in the big simply ideas?
·
bad world. Features the largest
set of American stereotypes ever LETTER TO BREZHNEV
assembled on film.
1.40, 3.55, 6.10, 8.55
WITNESS
Brill 'n' tab film about two 'Liver'
2.00, 5.00, 8.00
girls who meet up .with two
Harrison Ford as the honest cop Soviet sailors on shore leave in
who finds some of his colleagues Liverpool and anxious to meet up
committing a drug-related mur- with them again. Hence the corder.
respondence.

D Q M I N I O N

43 High Street
5569579

1

(557 1020)
BARRY SMITH: RECENT PAINT
INGS
16 Nov to 5 Dec. Free.
and
16 Nov to 5 Dec.
MARY CAPE:CERAMICS

0

R 0. V A L
SCOTTISH
MUSEUM
Chambers Street
(225 7534)
FRENCH CONNECTIONS: SCOTLAND AND THE ART OF
CHANGE ;
Till Feb 86.
The "Auld Alliance· is here
brought alive. This show is not
concerned with camembert,
striped T-shirts and the smell of
garlic but with the best of French
Art from the 14th century to the
present day.

For the October-Decembe
cinema pass system. Ask fo
visits you pay the standard
Afterthisthecard is taken tr
entire cinema is now non-s
A standard £1 .50 student c
from Sunday to Thursday.
cost you £2.60. Cinemas 2 a

DOIVI IN
Students pay £1 .20 for all
The only exception is the la
only non-smoking part of th
shut on Sundays.

FILIVI H
Matinees (Tuesday-Friday) t
(Sunday-Friday) cost £1.20.
minutes before performan
late evening films but you
smoking in both cinemas.

FILIVIS

Members get in free to all
can be purchased in adva
week and from the Postgr
Place, at the weekend . .

BEDLA
All tickets for lunchtime pro
your consumption.

TRAVE
Exclusive offer this year f
which allows many benefi
Sunday performance; £2 for
before performance; free e
theatre clubs in Britain.
They offer a plastic card co
two tickets at concessio
performance). Check at box

ESCA

ESCA have changed premi
contrary to this year's Stud ~
time during office hours to ""
or alternatively phone her.

SN·O

Students are welcomed in 1
Usher Hall. Tickets cost £2"
Friday evening.

"NETHERLANDISH DRAWINGS
AND PRINTS"
Until 24 Dec. Free.
This small but rich exhibition
includes work by Rubens and
other Dutch artists of the sixteenth and seventeenth centuries. The subjects vary from
studies of shrubs to beautiful
representations of what a country village looked like inl 1596,
when two-thirds of the land was
cTered by the North Sea.

W

E
S
T
REGISTER
H O U S E

Charlotte Sq.
(5566585)
HISTORY ON THE MOVE
throughout Nov. Free.
If you are excited about trains,
trolleybuses and cross channel
ferries, you should not miss
these records of transport.

Even if I am 5 foot nothing, I 5tic
Claus - the Movie.

UNIVENTS M U S I C
,·

T H U R 2 8 NOV S AT 3 0 N O V .TH U R 2 8 N O V SAT

rh AB'C operates a stud,:mt
o ~flet at the cash desk. For i;ix

1

0
K

oand get the card stamped.
uandyou get£5in return. T.he
g.

ances in Cine mas 1, 2 an ~ 3.
ning shows in Cinema 3- t he
ding. Incidentally, this place is

50p; early evening shows
e tickets are only available 30
rts. No ocncessions given for
book these in adva nce. Non-

rrnances. Guest tickets (£1.25)
t any Union Shop during the
udents' Unioi:i, 24 Buccleuch

ns include so~p and bread for
I

11\betship: £4 for four years,
ind11de a free ticket to any
dentstandbyticket 10 minutes
Travet.se Bar and many other
i

£1 Which allows you to clai~
rate 11£1 off cost of anr
tft>r*ails.
I

n119 tuthrie Street (225 4061)
~'.\'· :P~p into the offices at any
...~ . the full-time secretary,

EU APARTHEID SOCIETY
Seminar Room 1,
Chaplaincy Cnetre
1pm
"Southern Africa - Victory is
Certain ". Public meeting with a
speaker
from
the African
National Congress.
SOCIALIST WORKER
·
STUDENT SOCIETY
Room 3.18, David Hume Tower
1pm
" Gillick and the R~turn of Victorian Values" : a talk by Gurie
Loveche.
KB LUNCHTIME TALK
Sixth Level Common Room,
JCMB : 1.10pm ·
'Schrodinger and the Sackbut Early Musical Instruments in the
Laboratory and the Concert Hall"
- Dr Murray Campbell, Dept. of
Physics.
HISTORICAL SOCIETY
Kirkpatrick Library,
William Robertson Building
6.30pm
A lecture entitled "Byzantine Italy
and the Normans-" will be given
by Dr Graham Loud, Leeds University.
KB VIDEO NIGHT
KB Union
Freee
6.45 pm - "The Evil That Men
Do "
8.20 pm - "The Cotton Club"
EU FILMSOC AGM
Teviot Row Din ing Room
7pm
.
Come along and have your say in
the running of the University's
biggest society.
EU FRIENDS OF THE
EARTH SOCIETY
Cheviot Room, The Pleasance
7.30 pm
)
"Factory Farming" : a !talk and
film from Les Ward; Deputy
Director of the Scottish Society
for the Prevention of Vi'°'isection.
DIS~O JILL MIDNIGHT
Cha~bers Street House
8pm
Happy Hour 8-9 pm

FR I

29

NOV

RED SMITHEREEN and
THE DREAMING
Potterrow
Spm-1 am
Two live bands plus disco.
Happy Hour 8-9 pm
THE DANCE
TeviotRow
8pm-2am
Lots of music, wonderful lighting
and bars -the perfect combination for a drunken, debauched
evening.

30

SUN

1 DEC

METHSOC
Nicolson Sq. Methodist Church
7.30 pm
Come along for coffee and a chat
followed by a talk on " Do Animals Have Rights?" by Dr Morley
Sewell.

MON 2 DEC
BODY AND SOUL DANCE CO.
Chaplaincy Centre
1 pm
A modern dance company from
the USA.
ROCK DISCO
Chambers Street
9 pm-12.30 am

EU LATIN AMERICAN
SOLIDARITY SOCIETY
Room 217,
Adam Ferguson Building
(Social Anth. common Room)
1 pm
"Nicaragua: a report from the
Front Line" will be shown.
EU·LABOUR CLUB
Semihar Room 2,
Ch<Jplaincy Centre
5.15 for 5.30
This week's meeting will be discus~ing the issue of a Scottish
Assembly. All welcome.
EU ALTERNATIVE
ENTS\CO. AGM
Chevibt Room, The Pleasance
s.3oprn
Invitation extended to any old
members or those interested in
joining to come along.

4 DEC
NOV WED
MIDWEEK SERVICE

..:....__________
GRADUATE ENTERPRISES
Room 8, William Robertson Bldg
10 am
One-day conference (refreshments provided) for all final year
students who are interested in
starting their own ?usiness.
ZOOLOGY SOCIETY
JUMBLE SALE
St Peter's Church Hall,
Lutton Place
10 am
Admi~sion 10p
EU ECONOMICS SOCIETY

Pleasance Bar
Bpm-1 am
St Andrew's Night Party- Scottish food , games, prizes. Members 50p; non -members £1. Ttc·
kets available at the door, from
committee members or at the
Souths ider meetings, Friday, 1-2
pm.

ELTON JOHN
Playhouse
(Greenside Place)
No surprise that this is a seH-out
show.
1
7.20 pm: £12.50-£10.50

Chaplaincy Centre
1_1o pm
" The Voice of Gratitude" - Rev.
Norman Faulds, Granton Parish
Church.
EU RIDING CLUB
CHRjSTMAS DINNER
Tick ts £5
For etailsphoneJojo, 4473838.
GREEN BANANA CLUB
Potterrow
8 pm-1 am
Happy Hour8.30-9.30 pm
FRIENDS OF NIGHTLINE
Cheviot Room, The Pleasance
8pm
Cheese and wine supper party.
Members 50p, non-members £1;
available at the door on the night
or from Wednesday meetings, 2
pm in Potterrow.

30

NOV r

REAL SECRETS
Preservation Hall
Free
KANGAROO KLUB
The Place
Victoria Street
Klub Roo just for you!
1O pm-3 am: £1 .50

SCOTTISH OPERA
King's Theatre
(Leven Street)
This production of Orlando is
Scottish Opera's contribution to
the Handel Tercentenary. Considering the opera is set to some
of the most heart-searching
music Handel eve,r wrote, an
ideal tribute.
7.15 pm: £16-£1 .50

GOOMBAY BEAT
The Barbados Suite
(West Tollcross)
Friday and Saturday: Reggae
and Soul. Sundays: Fiesta
i .
Tropicana.
9.30 pm-3 am. .
Late bar, open to all.

EDINBURGH UNIVERSITY
CHAMBER ORCHESTRA
Queen's Hall
(Clerk Street)
Christopher James has a chance
to conduct his new work, a Concerto' for Oboe.Clarinet and
Chamber Orchestra. Robert Marshall ocnducts the rest of the
night's programme.
7.45 pm: £2 (ocnc £1 .50)

SCOTTISH CHAMBER
ORCHESTRA
Queen 's Hall
A pleasant selection of Motart
Strauss, Haydn and Kodaly. I
John Nelson ocnducts.
7 45 pm : £8-£2
I

BLOCK BROTHERS
Preservation Hall
Free
EAST COAST ROCK
Jail house
Free

T U E S 3 D E C =-F..:..:R....;:.l___;c:;..2_;:_9_N_O_V

HAPPY HOUR
Chambers Street
8-9pm

MEDICINE SHOW
Chambers Street
8 pm-12.45 am

SAT

EWING HOUSE
CHRISTMAS CEILIDH
Debating Hall, Teviot Row
8 pm-12.30 am
Spootiskerry Celidh Sand
Admission Free
Tickets from House members
THE LATE NIGHT
DOUBLE FEATURE
Chambers Street
Spm-1 am
Two bars, Happy Hour9-10 pm in
Library Bar, super Trog disco
plus live band Spank the Monkey.
POLITICS SOCIETY DISCO
Potterrow
8 pm-1 am
Three bands- Rote Kapelle, The
Shop Assistants and Suffocation
Madness.
Happy Hour 8-9 pm
£.50 non-members;
50p.mem~rs

ELTON JOHN
Playhouse
Sold Out

RUN RIG
Queen Margaret College
Sold Out

.I'
I:

FAST BREEDER
Jail house
_\
Where do they get those nam~?
Free
I

SUN

THE ROBERT CRAY BAND
Playhouse
7.30 pm : £4, £3.50
A WHOLE NEW JUNGLE
Jailhouse
Free
RAIN PARADE
Hoochie Coochie '

MON

A CERTAIN RATIO
Hoochie Coochie Club
(West Tollcrosss)
The best live band I've ever seen.
Music that makes you wanna
move!
· '
10.30 pm: £3

1 D E iC

tz

DEC

SANITY CLAUS~
Jail house
Free
TUBE SNAKES .
Preservation hall
Free

TUES3DEq
niE VENITIONS
Wee Red Bar
(Lauriston Place)
I

TERJE RYPDAL TRIO
Queen's Hall

Jau ·

FAT SAM'S BAND
Jail house
Free
HER FIRST TALKIE
Preservation Hall
,Free

10 pm : £4.50-£2:50
SNO
Usher Hall
A night of Scandinavian delights
including Sibelius' Karelia Suite
and Peter Donohoe playing
Grieg's Piano concerto (conducted by Neeme Jarvi).
7.30 pm: £8.30-£2.80

WED4DEC
MAGNUM
Playhouse
7.30 pm: £4.50
AVALON
Queen Margaret College
9.30 pm: 50p

.
1

JURTIEZUT
Preservation Hall
Make of that what you willl

CHARLIE McNAIR'S JAZZ BAND 1
Preservation Hall
Free
\

THE HUNGER
Jailhouse
A young local band of somP
promise.
Free

I
TEENAGE DOG ORGY
I
Jailhouse
Paul Hullah's Jimmy Saville I
impersonation is fast becoming a
legenq not for the fainthearte~.
Free ;

SCOTTISH OPERA
King's Theatre
Wagner's powerful opera Obe
ron has been given new life du
to Anthony Burgess' exciting lit
retto.
Conducted by Sir Al exander Git
son.
7.15pm: £16-£1 .50

I

BENEFIT FOR THE
GATEWAY EXCHANGE
Moray House
(Holyrood Road)
Volunteer Slaveyr, Indigo Violence and Shiny Beast.
£2 (£1 .50)
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Film

To Russia with love
A LETTER TO BREZHNEV
Dir: Chris Bernard
ABC
A Letter to Brezhnev is a
refreshingly unpretentious film
after some of the goods that have
bee n delivered recently. In energy
and originality, this first film by
Chris Bernard, shot on a relatively low budget, packs a considerable punch and thankfully is in
no way geared for the American
market. The trend for producing
films about contemporary Britain
rather than its nostalgic past is
long overdue and it is a joy to see
a film such as this ·breaking
through with limited resources .
A Leiter to Brezhnev follows
the story of two Russian sailors
whose ship arrives in Liverpool;
as the ship pulls in it is Sergei
{A lfred Molina) who exclaims to
his comrade: "Look , Liverpool!
- The Beatles! " What they find ,
however, is not the nostalgic
Liverpool of the sixties nor the
days when it was Europe's most
thriving port , but , instead , a
downtrodden , depressed city with
soaring unemployment and little
hope for anyone. The two Russians meet up with two local Kirby
girls, Elaine {Alexandra Pigg
from " Brookside") who is on the
dole , and Teresa {Margi Clarke)
who works in the giblet department of a chicken factory . The
twin romances th at follow as the
two couples book into a hotel are
significantly
different ,
with
Teresa romping all night with
Sergei, and Elaine and Peter
(Peter Firth) who don't make it in
the sack but find their relationship·
blossoming as the triumph of love
over sex. With the sailors' departure the following afternoon, it is
Elaine who is mortified by her loss
and she who writes a letter to the
Soviet President asking for Russia n citizenship to join her love.
Love knows no bounds , not
even the Iro n Curtain, and ·
Elaine's shining optimism is
rewa rded with an affirmative
from Russia in the shape of a
plane ticket. Heavily contrasted is

THEGOONIES
Dir: Richard Donner
ABC

SANTA CLAUSTHE MOVIE

..:a------•I
her frustration when her parents,
a newspaper reporter and the
Foreign Office all try to prevent
her going with simplistic warnings
of what Russia is like. For Elaine,
however, anything, even Russia,
offers more hope than life on the
dole in Liverpool. Not even the
Foreign Office official's trump
card of a picture of Peter and his•
supposed wife prevents her flying
off. In the end it is the striking
pathos of the loveless Teresa's
future on Merseyside that we are
left with .
Although the logic of the film is
hardly faultless it is so refreshingly
alive that it strikes a chord rarely
hit these days. Although the language is often raw, it does seem
inoffensively natural from these -

two "scallies" whom we are also
inclined to forgive when they
pickpocket the money for the
hotel. A Letter to Brezhnev is a
very likeable film with likeable ,
believable characters. Brezhnev
was still alive when Frank Clarke
wrote the first draft but "A Letter ·
to Gorbachev" didn't sound quite
right , so he left it.
Anthony Harwood

can sentimentality. ' Brad' is his
e lder brother, and with a name
like that has to be the quintessen-

the town . Then Mikey finds an old
pirate mapandthekidstakeoffto
find the loot that can save the

Avoid The Goonies. Tell your
fri ends and younger brothers and
sisters to avoid The Goonies. Or,
see The Goonies , and use it as an
educatio n in cliche, bad taste, ripoff. and formula producing.
Whatever you do, don't see The
Goonies and kid yourself into
enjoying it. The reason is quite
simple - Spielberg has injected
everything that could have been
corny and ridiculous in his other
films, and everythging that was
corny and ridiculous, into one film .__...,_ _ _ _,...i...• ...i
devoid of charm and style that
tial college hunk , who of course
made them special.
Which means that the children constantly fl exes and stretches
contraptions,
who are 'The Goonies' are dis- muscle-building
gusting stereotypes, whose relent- even while watching TV. He proless middle-class Americanisms vides the inevitable ingredient of
really are unbearable : 'Chunk' is teenage romance with wide-eyed
very loud , very fat , and enters a and virginal 'Andy'. 'Ster doesn't
rabid frenzy at the mere mention say much , and 'Data', the small
of pizza, cupcakes or ice-cream. oriental boy of "Temple of
'Mouth' consistently displays the Doom" fame, is perhaps the only
Stars and Stripes on his tonsils likeable character out of a group
with a never-ceasing barrage of typified by one word - obnoxiself-glorification, which is particu- ous.
They are thrown into -a plot
larly offensive to the European
ear. 'Mikey' is the leader of 'The whose programme note is quite
Goonies'. He 's the kid with a mis- sufficient for a complete undersion , the qne who guides the standing of its intricacies: , "It's
others with a sickening mixture of summer in a small seaside town
precocious seriousness , saintly and the Goonies are restless. Big
smiles, and melodramatic Ameri- developers threaten to take ov,er

Dir: Jeannot Szwarc
Odeon
Knowi ng that Dudley Moore
was starring in this film my
immediate assumption was that it
would be yet another excuse for
the orgiastic behaviour he seems
to delight in . This , however , could
hardly be further from the truth.
The film is a children's fantasy
about Father Christmas: however
much adults have been led to treat
him as an imaginary product of a
certain phase of their childhood,
he does actually exist. It begins
with the ceremonial investment of
the necessary powers of immortality and flight in a child-loving but
childless old toymaker, whose
existence, an old sage at the North
Pole tells us , was prophesied long
before. H e tjuickly organises a
competition between the leading
craftsmen , one of whom , Patch
(Dudley Moore) desperately
wants to reform the toy manufacturing process with a mass production line . Patch wins but his toys
have been so badly put together
that they promptly fall apart as
soon as the children start playing
with them.
Disillusioned and disappointed
with himself, Patch leaves for
America where he hopes that his
toymaking will restore Santa's
faith in his abilities, taking with
him a quantity of 'elf-dust' which
makes the reindeer fly and which
really snaps, crackles and pops.
He is taken under the wing of a
comically exaggerated caricature

of a businessman obsessed with
money to the extent of exploiting
children. Using BZ's factory he
produces enough
Christmas
candy bars for every child in the
world. But they are no ordinary
sweets; because the elf-d ust was
one of the ingredients, the ,on.
sumer starts to float , and lots or
funny scenes ensue.
Both Santa and Christmas look
as if they're about to become
things of the past, especially when
BZ decides to have a second
Christmas in April , thi s time to
sell rather than give away candy
bars of increased strength. But
these are improperly stored and
become poisonous. Undaunted
the evil BZ decides to dump the~
on the market and scarper to
South America .
Happily the children , Joe and
Cordelia , overhear his plans and
enlist Santa's help in just enough
time to save the situation. The
audience is left with the highly
satisfied pleasure of seei ng BZ
who , overdosed on candy bars to
avoid capture by the police , is dispatched into outer space.
Watching adults dress up in
ridiculous clothes and behave
with a childish innocence has its
roots in pantomime and is always
funny. There are also many
unforgettable moments, like
Moore's attempt to overcome first
flight fears of an unexpe rienced
toy reindeer. It has a buoyant
merriness which is totall y appropriate to Christmas and whidrwill
be enjoyed by children and adults
alike.
James Penn

The 29th London Film Festival
reaches Edinburgh this week with
six choices from the 200 available
on show at the Filmhouse,
day apiece. For details,
" What's On" pages.

ne ighbourhood."
OK, so it may only be a kids'
film, but then why does the
unnecessary violence rate it as
'PG', and why do the Goonies try
so hard to affect the mannerisms
of adults? Besides, even a tenyear-old should feel insulted by a
script consisting almost entirely of
" Wow !" and " Look at this! " (hysterically screamed , and accompanied by looks of absolute
amazement) . Whateve~ happened to the charm and humour
of ET and Raiders of the Lost
Ark? By the way , the music, rangmg fr?m Reo Speedwagon to
C yndt Lauper, was very fitting .
Yuk !
Matthew Catling
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Starting tomorrow at the Bedlam Theatre Edinburgh Universiiy Theatre Company are presenting Terence Ratigan's French
Without Tears . The play is a sexual comedy depicting theromantic
goings-on amongst the young
upper crust reside nt at a French
academy who are ostensibly
improving their foreign languages
before entering the diplomatic
corps. They are, however more
preoccupied by the web of
jealousies generated when Diana
(scalp hunter and bitch extraordinaire) lets loose her irresistible
charms on three of the students.
. Fro_m he re on in a fairly familiar
s1tuat1on develops and although
the plot holds few surprises Rattigan does produce one of the best
examples of the genre - given a
Little extra sparkle by Sophie
Chalk's less than reverant direction : The script · is witty, often
funny , and delivered by a cast
who, at their worst , display potential and , at their best , have a good
grasp of comedy and character.

The strongest criticism to be made
is that the production lacks energy
and confidence: the most promising scenes are often less effective
than might have been hoped I
because they are either too slow
or too tentative. Likewise, the ,
best performances lose some of
their impetus because they are not ,
given the necessary support from
the rest of the cast.
H aving said this , however, it t!
only fair to point out that the pro·
duction was previewed under tes!
than ideal circumstances Wl th
more than enough time available
for the cast and director to pul
right their faults in rehearsal. Parj
ticularly promising and worthy_ 0
mention are the portrayals of Kt ti ,
Jacque and Diana with some
strong support coming from the
smaller parts' players.
French Without Tears runs fo~
three nights from Friday 2~t t
November to
Sunday . \
December and the curtain nse
every night at 7 .30 pm.
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Introducing Student's new
book page which will appear
twice termly. If you are
interested in reviewing books,
come down to the Student
offices any Friday lunchtime
(see page 5).

EDINBURGH REVIEW

J,

Published: November
This issue of Edinburgh Review
(No. 71 , November 1985) is
mostly about G lasgow, and apart
from James Gillespie's memoir of
George Friel, it conce ntrates on
new writing. At the forefro nt of
the new "Glasgow voice" is James
Kelman , whose latest novel , A
Chan cer was published by Polygon eaTlier this year . In an inter-

view with Duncan McLean, Kelman discusses his work, and conveys much of the excitem ent and
sense of possibility in new Scottish·
literature. Kelman's writing is
further discussed by S. J. Wiseman , and more "Glasgow.
beatspeak realism" is represented
by Jeff Torrington 's short story
"The Last Shift".
The new Glasgow writin~is not
so much about being Glaswegian,

or even Scottish, but about what
Alasdair Gray calls the " low
income experi ence". The traditi on from which this emerges is
not , as Gray points out, that of Sillitoe , Braine, Amis and Osborne.
In the works of these authors the
implication is that the author must
have " risen above" his workingclass origins; in the work of Gray ,
Hind , Leonard , Owens and Kelman , both author and character
retain their regional and class
identities.
In stead Scottish literature has
always had strong ties with a wider
European and American tradition
- Kelman spea ks of the influence
of Kafka and Carlos Williams and this qua rter's issue retain this
link with the inclusion of a short
story by East German exile Helga
Novak. "Berenike is Gone" contrasts sharply with the other short
stories in the issue. Poignantly
and simply (rat her abstractly), it
expresses the helplessness of the
individual in a hostile society.
Helga Novak is sadly underrated
(eve!] in West Germany where she
now lives) , and deserves further
attention .
Contrasting with the lively
flavour of the European and new
Glasgow writing , the return to
Edinburgh - and a ~eries of of
articles o n '· Apocalypse and
Utopia" - ·seem dry , academic
and rather old-fashioned. Compare, for instance, the "symposium " on The Concise Scots
Dictionary with Kelman's discussion of "verbal violence". Which
is more pertinent? Even Jenny
Turner's analysis of the poststructuralist clique seems to be
saying little that has not been said
many til]leS before.
Instead of the "ideas", read this
issue of Edinburgh Review for an
introduction to an exciting new,
:Scottish hterary scene, and for
some beautiful moments in the
poetry of Richard McCracken
In a gallery hushed with books
I'm distracted
By the quiet unzipping ofpages.
("Paperwork')
KasiaBoddy

ISLANDERS

Yevge ny Zamyatin
Falmingo September
Z amyatin is best known in this
country for We - a bleak dystopian novel , published in 1920,
from which Orwell got most of the
ideas for 1984 1 A semi-prophetic
attempt to portray a ratninalist
state "of the future , where individuai thought is dictated by a
Table of Hourly Commandments,
it unsurprisingly · did not find
favour with the rules of his native
Russia.
When We was fin ally putilished
outside the Soviet Union in 1927 ,
Zamayatin, like Pasternak 30
years later , became an object of
villification in the press for hjs
"anti-Soviet" ideas . In 1931 , Stalin unexpected ly ai1owed him- to
leave the cou ntry ; he died in Paris
six years later.
Given this history, it is ine one
sense odd th at Zam ya tin had been
an ardent Bolshevik as ea rly as
1905 , when hewas exiled following the first attempted revolution. Gravis Macdonald
it is a contradiction reationalised ,
however , by his world-view ; for A CHANCER
Zamyatin saw the Bolshevik as an
instrument of ch~nge , which had James Kelman
served its purpose following the Polygon Books; September
A Chancer being Kelman 's secOctober revolution. When established , the R evolutionary regime ond full-length story and being
became just as institution alised recently published by our own
and reactionary as the imperialists
that had preceded it. Zamyati's
heresy is a call for constant disruption of fixed order.
The idea is borne out in the
stories in this collection , both of
which were written in 1917, as
preluces to We. The concerns of
the works are the same- the individual versus a fixed society with the proviso that, here, the
society in Britain rather than the
Soviet Union . An engineer by
trade , Zamatin spenta year and a
half in Newcastle before the
Revolution , supervising the construction of Russian ice-breakers,
and, on this evidence , English
society clearly both fascinated and
repulsed him.

Uni Music
continuous stream of seemingly
obvious harmonies found in
Haydn 's quartetrs. During the
Queen's Hall
second item , however, the strain
In seasons past the Edinburgh
was felt by the ill-educated lisQuartet have had splendid
tener, to whom anything postreviews, and on Wednesday night
1900 is condemned as merely "inthey proved to be deserving of the
teresting"! Throughout the curpraise they have received. It is
rent series there are works by
rare to hear four fine musicians Scottish, or Scottish related complaying together with such a composers, and as any music lover in
bination of technical skill, vivac- Edinburgh can hardly fail to
ity, and an understanding of a varrealise, the 95th birthday of Hans
iety of works. Above all , they conGal is being celebrated this year;
vey a sense of enjoyme nt in their
the composer himself was present
music making.
to hear this performance of his
The programme began with
second quartet , composed in
Beethoven's Quartet in A , opus · 1929. The work was played with
18, no 2-a work in whicb the
style and sympathy, and at times I
strain'. the composer felt in writbegan to enjoy it , but it would
mg can pernaps oe recogmsea,
take a great deal of improvement
and certainly one wpich lacks the in the sphere of musical education

EDINBURGH QUARTET

EDINBURGH UNIV.
~DRIGAL GROUP
R.eidHall
The Edinburgh University
Madrigal
Group,
nowadays
essentially a chamber choir
., despite its name, performed sev, ;ral pieces , notably by Bach, last
_aturday , in premature celebration of Advent. Sixty or so people
turned up to hear them .
The choir were a pleasant constant in what was a mixed concert.
W~th the exception of individual
voices on the tenor line who
Periodically could be ·heard fore-

,.

islanders succeeds perhaps
because, whi le exhibiting the
same concerns, it is funnier than
We. The forces of petrified order
- such as the Reverend Dweley ,
author of ' Precepts of Compulsory Salvation', and Mr Craggs,
who looks for 'sexcrime' in the
public parks - I have attempted
to establish a rigid society, but the ·
slightest event, as when Mrs
Dewley loses her prince-hez, is a
reminder of chaos lurking in the
background. Zamyatin , here, is
still able to laugh at those " he
hates, red ucing them from hum an
status to a characteristic, in the
·
manner of Andrei Bely.
Islanders , then , is a disconcerting and arl)using sat iry which ,
through its humour, succeeds
where the more fa mous We fails. Zamytin throw out ironic barbs in
everydirection , some of which are
bound to stick, producing a shiver
of recogn iti on in the reader. The
problem is, at £2.50 for an
anorexic 90 pages, there will be
far less readers than there should
be.

if the average listener were to be
able to appreciate fully the language of the 20th century composer.
The theme which links this
series of concerts is Haydn's set of
six quartets, opus 76. On Wednesday the second of these, which
contains the so-called " witches
minuet", was performed - a
superb piece of writing which was
played with vivacity and which
made a perfect end to a fine concert. The season continues with
further works from opus 76, and
includes a rare performance of a
quintet by George Onslow; excellent student concessions are available and thiswould seem a marvellous opportunity to get to know
a variety ofworks from the strung
quartet repertoire. Kirliten Kelly

ing the sound at the expense of ter appears·to the wodd"! regardother parts, they proved well-dis- less of their content. It took a
ciplined, accurate ~nd enjoyable gutsy performance by Nicholas
to listen to. The programme Jones (baritone soloist) to restore
hardly gave them a chance, how- my confidence.
Philip Sawyer played three
ever, since with the exception of
the Bach cantatas (which anyway Chorale Preludes on " Num
feature soloists) the pieces all Komm, der Heiden Heiland''.
finished as soon as they had This was at most ruined by an
begun. Especially enjoyable were unfortunate choice of stops; the
the Finck (Veni, redemptor right hand sounded like a ghastly
genitum) and the opening chorus synthesiser and clashed unsymof Bach's Cantata No. 62. The lat- pathetically with the people
ter was almost ruined by the per- sounds of the left hand.
The choir are not performing
formance of Neil Gillespie ( tenor
soloist). His uncolourful , mon- again until next term when I hope
tonous sound floated over sen- we will hear more of them ·and less
Ben .Simms
tences such as "the supreme mas- of everyone else.

WRITING HOME
Hugo Williams
Oxford Univ. Press; September
Writing Home is a collection of
autobiographical
poems;
Williams writes about childhood
at
school,
adolescence ,
relationships
especially
between him and his father , and
about war, based on his father's
exi:eriences as a soldier.
The collection is written with
direcmesJ and honesty; the poems
speak straight to you, without
needing explanation. Williams
pres~nts experiences from his past
without affectation and with the
egocentricity of childhood; he is
making sense of himself, finding
his place in life, particularly with
respect to his father. Now is the
time that his life is organised:
To absorb the shock
Of looking back af'it.

At middle age Williams is
retrospective and he is also taking
stock of the present. Having come
to understand his father in 'Death
of an Actor', Williams falls to
wondering 'What manner of man
I might be' - and this is the crux
of the line of thought that
predominates.
At a totally superficia! level the
is
amusing and
collection
compulsive reading. Williams.
picks up on all the confusion of
childhood, the awkwardness of
adolescence and the difficulty of
finding oneself an identity
especially when overpowered
somewhat by a successful parent
he-desperately tries to emulate to
gain approval.

(awesome) Polygon Books , a dea l
of interest e nsues. The book is
co ncerning the acts and doings of
Tammas, a 22-year-old, who lives
with his sister (and her husband),
his existence. These doings are
merely related (in the third person) without any author/reader
inside knowledge , the whys of
what Tammas does remaining a
mystery . This style , while being
different to the earli er Busconducwr Hines, engenders the same
poignancy, the same passion.
A Chancer commences with
Tammas working in a factory .
After he stops his work (in the
face of an inevitable redundancy)
Tammas turns to the gaming. His
two choices: a factory job or playing th e horses, the dogs . . the
hopelessness of each. Chancing
becomes the employment ofTammas, the point being ·to get a
return , to keep getting return s', a
mug's game. He so meti mes wins.
but more ofte n doesn't. Th e winning or losin g at the races
becomes almost incidental, the
same sensation . the same sad ness
follows wh.atever (speculat io n
andinvestment requires capital
and the night contacts to succeed). Chancing is not able to provide the 'get-out' which Tammas
wants so badly .
If A Chancer is hopeless in one
sense , it is incredibly touching in
others: the Tammas/Yictoria
relationship; Rab's doubting of
Tammas as his best man . and
Tammas' heartfelt reassurances;
the love and understanding of
Margaret (his sister); the indignity
in having to ask his brother-in-law
or his mates for a loan to tide him
over ... numerous instances. brilliantly handled.
Kelman's characters inhabit a
real world (which is more than
believable), do the things that
people do (like to margarine a
slice of bread), laugh/squabble
together down the boozer; behave
in human ways. Without glorify.
ing these characters, sumpathy ii
being continually aroused . . .
making you think . . . everybod)
should read this book, it's great.
Clothes were a kind ofwi1. You
neither carried them off, or you
looked ridiculous.
It is the simple humanness in the
work that makes it so eminently
readable. You don't need to
understand poetry. or to plo(!gh
through dozens of associations
and references to find a meaning ;
you can make of it what you will.
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But the collection is a
palimpsest and can be read and reread to reveal the myriad different
implications and ideas contained
within it.
A wealth of personal detail
accumulates in folders like a life
of crime,
says williams, and in reading the
poems a half a lifetime of images
and reflections is revealed.
The collection ends on a note of
both sadness at the transience of
life and hope as Williams turns
from memories of his dead father
to resolution to ·'keep pedalling"
on through life. I guarantee that
this collection will make you laugh
as you identify with many of the
emotions experienced, and that 11
will also make you stop and think.
It is definitely well worth reading.
Kate Ashle)
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On the brink of change
On September 20th Andre
Brink, a prominent white South
African writer and professor at
Rhodes University, came to the
University to give a lecture entitled
"Writers in a Closed Society". Ben
Simms interviewed him afterwards and gives a summary of his
work below.

diner harshly judges , '·the evidence that not one of tpem published anything that was banned
shows that they have turned away
from the deepest realities of life
going on around them".

subjects of many of his books. ''l
think the very fact that one writes
keeps on acting like a magnet.
People come to you with their
stories, sometimes it is just good
friends in the course of an evening. 1 find that it constantly happens with black friends, that there
is a sort of hunger in them to
unburden
what they have
accumu lated."
In A Dry White Season the central character is Ben du Toit , a
white and unexceptional teacher
who is drawn into confrontation
with the system when he hears of
an injustice done to a black
cleaner at his school. Here the
source of inspiration may be much
closer to home. "A lot of what I
write is autobiographical, because
l constantly keep going back to
my own childhood and experi-

~~ro~!!.
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If you are planning to do something interesting next summer,
then fo rget about the usual package tour ·of Leningrad or the
cycling holiday in Bengal , and go
somewhere really different Cuba. The island that dramatica lly renounced its role as
America 's most notorious beach
club twe nty-six years ago has
begun dusting off its bars. polishing up its nightclubs and putting
air-conditioning in its hotels . The
idea is that Western tourists and
their Western money will be lured
to th e island by the irresistible
mixture of Sun. Sea and Socialism
and its promise of physical and,
spiritual grat ificati on . marred
on ly by the unfortunate shortage
of peanuts.
This now interest in the lucrative tourist industry is neither an
indication of weakening resolve
nor , sad ly. of improved relations
between the Warsaw Pact enclave
and its Western ne ighbours. It is
simply an attempt to attract hard
currency- tourists pay in American dollars rather than Cuban
pesos. The falling price of sugar
has devastated the island 's si nglecrop economy, in spite of the
guaranteed quotas exported at
artificially inflated prices to the
Soviet Union. Tourism offers a
source of revenue to supplement
Russian aid'. and maybe even a
path to economic recovery .
Curiously, this venture into
tourism, although it is spawned by
economic disaster, is a reflection
of the stability of the Revolution
after twenty-six years . Castro is
prepared to take the risk of greater exposure to Western scrutiny
and to allow further infiltration of

~
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"To know who I am. To define
myself through the why and the
how of her death. " So begins
Andre Brink's coloured narrator
in his book Looking on Darkness .
He is already in his cell , awaiting
his trial for the inurderofhis white
lover, and through a series of
anecdotes , self-reflections on the
part of the narrator , the reader is
"drawn into the mind and soul of
the man. The formula is used by
Brink a great deal. His latest
book, The Wall of the Plaque, for ences."
The decision to tackle aparexample , takes us inside the head
of a young black woman exiled in theid as a writer was not made easFrance. Threads of a personality, ily. Hi character , Paul Joubert, in
of the character's past are gradu- his latest book, embodies one posally (sometimes a little crudely) sible alternative course of action ,
imparted to the reader. He that of self-imposed exile in
develops an intensely private France. " I think when I went back
world and achieves his condemna- to SA after studying in Paris in '59
tion of apartheid most effectively to '61, I then thought for quite a
jy showing how it unjustly , and while - for about ten years most
often
horrifically , because of the whole new world
encroaches upon that private I'd discovered , I felt about SA the
world.
way one feels about a poor relaIn the segregated society of tive; I felt ashamed of my beginSouth Africa of course contact nings and it took a return to Paris
between whites and non-whites is in '68 to discover that SA is the
severely impeded. Yet Brink's one place which I have something
books are full of the experiences to say about." In this intervening
of black and coloured characters. ten years Brink belonged to a
I ai\ked him how he managed to group of writers called the 'Sestiovercotne what might be a gers'. This group failed to break
·devastating isolation from the political taboos and Nadine Gar-

ingly aware of their need of political allies in the West. A relaxation
of censorship was a means of
hoodwinking the West into thinking that the dism an tlement of
apartheid was on its way. ·
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It was his book Looking on
Darkness that first attracted the
hand of the state in 1974. The following two books had to be published privately since no publisher
would take them on. In this way
Brink and a couple of friends at
the university managed to circulate just 3,000 copies of A Dry
White Season before the security
forces pounced. The lifting of the
censorship pressure after 1979 the "da rkest moment" - Brink
explains , was not due to a change
of heart but political expediency.
The governing elite were increas-

c,?imen

Capitalist ideas to the island. It is
not perhaps so great a risk as most
Westerners imagine; the Cubans
are in fact extremely proud of
their achievements and will
undoubtedly make the most of the
opportunity to show them off.
!"hey have good reason to be
proud. A Western cynic might
point out that they arc economically and politically as dependent
on the USSR as they were on the
US. but a Cuban optimist will explain that at least now they are the

ones who benefit materially from
the association, and that they
have put 1hat material benefit to
good use . Few Cubans gained
anything from being the exploited
poor relations· of Uncle Sam,
whereas Moscow has funded
reforms that have improved the

The action of stepping against
the tide , of choosing_ the more
demanding course of condemning
apartheid entails shouldering a
burden greater .than that of other
contemporary writers. Writers ,
Brink explained in his lecture , are
by instinct attracted by danger.
But whereas in the West they are
tolerated as ' incorrigible children', in SA they place their own
security at risk. Ben du Toit is
ostracised by his friends , relations
and wife in the process. What sustains Brink is a belief in the constructive power of the word. He

s ~i~ i ~ec•

quality of life for the majority ot
the population that· remained
after the Revolution.
A visitor who is familiar with
Caribbean communities
will
notice on one hand the lack of
extreme poverty , with no shanty
towns or evidence of real destitution , and on the other the absence
of exclusive and decadent luxury.
The Revolution has erad icated
the polarisation of wealth that
characterises
most
of
the
neighbouring islands . It has also

led to the impleme ntation ot a
number of programmes of
reform, such as the development
of a comprehensive medical service , and the system of local
schools that has superseded Castro's o riginal literacy campaign.
Where there were two private

conflict, a future with overtones
of apocalypse in which the plague
runs rampant , it will become harder and harder to advocate coexistence. Brink has a message to
give to the ANC: not all Afri kaans
are like Botha!
My favourite book , A Dry
White Season , ends with the
words of the narrator: "Perhaps
all one can really hope for, all I am
entitled to, is no more than this; to
write it down . To report what I
know. So that it will not be possible for any man ever to say again;

I know nothing".

;!,~,.,~:I:~ry~

thirty, all free . Internat1ona l
school_s have been set up , in keeping with Cuba's new role as a
leader of the Third World .
Cuba's new international influence is perhaps the most significant achievement of the Revolution. The island has become a
military mini-power that can repel
'American ' invade rs and send
troops to fight aga inst the forces
of _' repression ' in Angola. They
may owe it all to the Russians, but
they have assumed a position of
relative importance in world
affairs.
So the Revolution has been a
success. C uba has won its indeUS,
pendcnce
from
the
implemented genuine reforms.
an<.l gained an international reputation. Castro is idolised as the
personfication
of
Cuban
nationalism, and a politician who
actually carries out hi promises.
But , unfortunately that is not the
full story . However hard they slap
each other on the back, the
Revolutiona ries' enthusiasm is
dampened by the knowledge that ,
in spite of its success, the Revolu tion has not turned out to be the
social, economic and political
panacea they hoped for.
On the con·trary, life in Cuba is
miserable. Nobody starves, but
food is in short supply and, except
fruit and vegetables are rare, and
most usually found in tourist
hotels, for dollars only. Similarly,
nobody is destitute but everybody
is poor. Essentials from zips to
underwear are rationed . Goods
available for sale are astronomically expensive - £150 for a pair
of Cuban 'sneakers'. Cars, mostly
Ladas or pre-1959 American

po<rnl is :

rationed. Most buildings are rn a
state of a?va~c_ed delapidation,
while housing 1s rn such short supply that the government runs
' posadas' where couples who
might be sharing a hovel with both
sets of parents can rent a room for
an hour. Unemployment , which
officially does not exist, is a serious problem , and the situation is
destined to deteriorate because of
the high percentage of the popul ation who are still at school , bei ng
educated for no future.
Perhaps the greatest source of
discontent is the Russian connection. The Revolution was originally Nationalist rather than
Communist; the
ubsequent
alliance with Moscow was a mat·
ter of economic necessity . Now.
though their hatred of US
imperialism is intense a 11d
genuine, many Cubans. envy
Capita li st prosperity, wh il e for
Soviets they seem to have on ly
contempt. Repres ion is thercfor_e
vital to the maintenance of pohtl·
cal stability. There is no freedom
of speech and the local Commit·
tees for ' the Defence of th e
Revolution have established an
e laborate network of neighbour·
hood spies.
It is ironic that the Revolution
of which the Cubans are proud to
the point of arrogance should rely
on totalitarian repression f?r 1~
preservation , but having achieve
a great deal it did not ach1e~e
enough. Perhaps the economic
boost of tourism will enable Corn·
munist Cuba to progress furthe;
along its Revolutionary path.
doubt it. Do Fidel a favour _any·
how and go to see his masterpiece.
You may help to shape its future.
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Women's Aide
following the proposed appointment of a Women's Officer within the SRC Andrew
Sparrow looks at the issues which prompt such a consideration.
'
J-low do women's needs and
problems differ from those of
rnen? What can be done to put
right any inequality? A_ working
party, set up to mvestJgate the
idea of having a Women's Officer
in the SRC has been considering
these questio ns . They have held a
survey and are still assessing the
results.
Sexual harassment by tutors is
seen as the most obvious problem.
It is also the hardest to assess.
Like the black economy , or
incest, everyone assumes that
harassment happens but nobody
is at all sure how extensive it is.
Part of the probl e m , of course , is
that women who are being har-assed are afraid to co mplain about
it since this may jeopardise their
a~ademic career. E qua lly , there is
no clear divisio n between excessive friendliness a nd harassment ;
some women may be harassed
without their realising. " Making
advances" is not the o nly problem; tutors who patro nise women
can be equally offensive . A
Women 's Officer would be a ble to
throw some light o n this p ro blem,
alhtough it is not exclusive to
women ; men are harassed as well.
There are also ho pes that somebody will throw some light o n the
Meadows securi ty . T he re is a
major problem at night , of particular relevance to women but of
general relevance to men as well.
Th is is presuma bl y a matter fo r
Edinburgh Ci ty Council to deal
,yith, but there have also been
complaints about the lighting at
KB and at Pollock. O f all the
problems bei ng mention ed , this
should be the easiest to solve.
Bad lighting inco nve nie nces
both sexes, but most men to not
suffer fro m PMT. A Women's
Officer would no t be expected to

cure women's medical problems,
but there have been complaints
about the difficulty of getting afl owance for bad period pains and
PMT during exam time : This
reflects the fact that , although
there is a fairly even balance of
male and female students , the
staff are still largely male.
A Women's Officer could not
deal with all the inequalities between the sexes at university, since
some of these are created by society. It is not the University's fault
that so few women choose to do
sciences. It is a reflection of the
career choices held out to girls at
an early age. Whether or not this

is a problem might de pend on
whethe r you are a man in the Science o r Arts Faculties. But being
in a minority does create problems for women who are scientists . Carol Ann Foy , from the EU
Wome n's Group, is one of a 13%
'emale minority doing physics.
'Women doing science tend to be
nuch quieter than men in tutoials ," she says. "They have to be

Richard Scorer argues that press coverage of the Royal Family
disguises the reality of a decaying Britain.
"What a marvellous young Briton is our Prince Charles. There is
too much gloom in this country.
The Daily Star believes that Britain has a bright and happy future.
That future is secure in the hands
of a dazzling young prince like
Charles."
Leave it to good old Charl ie,
he'll see us right and Britain will
pull through; as the inner cities
disintegrate a midst widespread
rioting, as unemployment top 3 112
million, as our schools lapse into
chaos, this is the solution thatcommends itself to an ever-larger
number of people. When such a
unremarkable
and
banal,
unnecessary institution as the
Royal Family is seriously claimed
to compensate for national
inadequacy , then the sycophantic
media hype surrounding it has
gone beyond a joke. It is'nt only
the tabloids that purvey the lie
that royalty can somehow 'unify'
the nation; the so-called 'quality'
newspapers are latching onto it
too. Here's the Sunday Times on
the 1981 royal wedding:
"For a few shining days, the
handsome heir to the throne and
the lissome Princess had burnished British glory to majestic
brilliance once again . . .
.. We may be down , but if we can
put on a wedding like this , we certainly aren 't finished. This shows
the world that Britain can still pull
it off. "
The royal wedding took place in
the aftermath of the Brixton riots .
When the Sunday Times can
suggest in all sriousness that what
gave rise to the riots can somehow
be erased. by a trivial three-hour
glamour bundle like the royual
marriage , senility is easing its way
into the public mind. Clearly,
however , many people enjoy
being deluded by the spectacle of
monarchy: 20 million watched the
hour-long Burnett interview with
'the world 's most intriguing [!larried couple', But what did that
interview really 'revealk ' ? To my
mind , a public and a media with
priorities so wa rped and a mentality so brainless , that the wife-ofthe-monarch-to-be·s
dietary

habits arouse morepassion than
Tottenham's 50% unemployed.
As plastic bullets and petrol
bombs whizz through the streets
as the bloodbath draws nearer.
-people's preoccupations focus on
the fear that Diana might die of
anorexia. One Handsworth resident complained that " before the
riots, no one knew Handsworth
ex isted. The evening after, we got
four hours on ITV. If rioting'zs
what it takes , we'll do it again."
Maybe if the five minutes at the
end of every news bu lletin
devoted to the latest royal jaunt
were given over instead to showing people just what it means to
live in Handsworth then the rioters would' nt take to the streets.
The Royal _Family looks reassuringly stable , a visible guarantee
that the best bits of Britain·s ·un- ·
rivalled past' will one day reemerge. But the stability it seems
to personify is an illusion. What
happened in Tottenham and
Handsworth is a much truer illustration of what it means to live in
Britain today than a Princess's
clothes. So why not make television show Britain as it actually is.
inste ad of letting it use royalty to
shield us from real life?
My opinion - that it's time to
junk the monarchy - relfects no
animosity towards any individual
member of the Royal Family.
Most of them do the job with as
much.accomplishment as the limitations of their background and
intelligence permit. It's the
institution that has to be called
into question. Royalty. because
it's a smokescreen behind which
the nation's worst features are
concealed, is at best an anarchronism and at worst an actual
menace to the recognition that
reality. however unpalatable.
must be confirmed before the
slide into turmoil becomes
irreversible.
When
Princes
Charles sees the degradation in
which half of our nation is livin2
he chirps that "Something must be
done" . Yes. it must: the institution of which Charles may short ly
become the standard-bearer must
case to exist.

o riginal cages into the "under
ground experience".
On Saturday only the exhibi tion is opening. but this in itself
gives a vivid insight into condition s for the Victorian miners of

the red br/ck house are replicas
of the real thing a hundred yards
down the road . Colin McLean.
the deputy director of the
museum, insists that " the exhibition is about people . not machin-

Newtongrange. employing some
.startling technology , the exhibition follows, through sight, sound
_and smell(!), the fortunes of a
miner's family. )3ut the most fascinating aspect of the display is in
its portrayal of real people and
real situations. The infamous
manager of the coal company who
appears in the exhibition is still
remembered by many locals. and_

-ery" and the museum 1s ~een to
live up to this principle , taqing the
memoirs of miners still resident in
Newtongrange so that in xears to
come the mine will continue to be
understood in terms of t~e men
who worked it.
In view of the historic · and
·social importance of this enture
and others like it across Sc tland .
it is infuriating to find that the

recent report by the Museums·
Advisory Board calmly washes its
hands of all responsibility. financial or otherwise. for these independent industrial sites. At the
moment the Mining Museum is
surviving on grants from Lothian
Regional Council. and East Lothian and Midlothian District
Counci ls. Their annual expenditure is about £ 112 million. a pittance compared to the money
spent on the directly funded
national muse ums . and it is only
thanks to the-Manpower Services
Commission that they can afford
to employ the workers they need.
Clearly an investment now
would result in an easier passage
to the commercial success which
undoubtedly awaits the m~seum.
and thence to a happier rate of
employment for the area. which
can only benefit from this 'attraction in its rather unprepos~essing
landscape. This investment is. for
the moment, unforthcoming, but
Colin McLean seems opti'mistic.
The museum is looking for private
funding and he hopes to raise cash
from the conference centre they
are building. He also lay{ great
store by the public , wh,;,m he
expects to see crowding through
the doors at £1 a head (50p concessions). I hope for the sake of
our own and future generations
that he is right .
l

much better to be accepted." She
feels, though, that the Un iversity
could do more to encourage
women into science.
One of the most interesting
points to arise from the survey was
that the situat ion of women at university is more equal than it is outside . A Women's Officer would
be expected to fulfil an educational role by preparing women to
deal with the discrimination they
can expect to face when they leave
university. This may take many
forms, from sexua l harassment to
the reluctance of some employers
to employ women through the
fear that they will soon leave to
start a family.
The survey leaves two impressions. Firstly, although there are
undoubtedly women 's. problems
which can be tackled , the situation is generally favourable · for
women at university , as , of
course , it should be. Edinburgh
has never had a Women 's Utt1cer
in the past and this might simply
be because they have never
needed one. But this only
emph asises the seco nd point,
which is that outside the rel atively
liberal world of university,
women can still ex pect to
encounter serious d isc rimination.
The working party has not yet
reported to the SRC. Fo r practical
re asons they are unlikely to
recommend having a Women·s
Officer , but would like to see
women' re presentatives on the
various subcommittees. Their
most important achievement ,
though , will be to make people
more aware oft he issues involved .
Ms Cathy Presland, Welfare Convener, says: "This is an important
issue and it is largely a matter of
people's attitudes. These must be
changed at grass roots level. "

Digging up the past
Julia Morrice visited the Lady Victoria Col.liery, the second site to be opened by the Scottish
Mining Museum.
At one time th ere we re hun - in glass cases, and insist that the
dreds of coa l mines wo rking site of an industrial muse um 1s as
around Edinburg h. No w there are important as the artefacts the monly two , and the ir future is far selves and that the two are uninfrom secure. As co llieries close telligible when divorced. Hence
and are dismantle d , awa re ness of the preservation and restoration
Lothian's industrial history is fad - of sites like the Lady Victoria Coling. In Newtongrange , a former liery and the Mining Museum 's
mining vi llage whose livelihood other site at Prcstongrange, which
disappeared with the closure of might otherwise have been left to
the pit in 1981, a project has been the bulldozers.
Unfortunately the
Mining
set in motion which may reverse
the processes of decay and Museum wasn 't around in 1963
decline .
when the NCB began dismantling
This weekend the Scottish Min- • the mine at Prestongrange, and as
ing Museum opens its second site , a result practically all of the
the Lady Victoria Colliery at pithead equipment had disapNewtongrange, and thus brings to peared. However, since coal has
the attention of the Edinburgh been worked at Prestongrange
public a development which is set since 1184 this part of the museum
to change the image of museums portrays the very early days of
in Scotland.
mining when men were let down
Throughout the country inde- narrow shafts on ropes by their
pendent trusts are opening up fellow miners .
·
The Mining Museum's new site
Scotland 'd industrial heritage
through the creation of museums at Newtongrange concentrates,
and "heritage sites" which convert by contrast, on the Victorian
the relics of Scotland's industrial period and retains its full compleheyday into a living monument to ment of pithead equipment.
th .
r e,r. workers : the people who Eventually most of the colliery
ema1n unrepresented · by the will be open to the public who will
plethora of stately homes and pri- move from an exhibition evoking
vate collections which are sold to the working and social life of a
us as our cultural past. These miner at the turn of the century,
~nd~pendent museums oppqse the through the pithead baths , across
. ational museum policy on the gantry to the time office,
1nd ustrial history, which favours where they will collect tokens and
COilections of uprooted macllinery lamps , and be lowered via the
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British cinema: a new realm
having distinctive personalities,

She cited Sydney Po llack's

soft-centred and intellectual. This
is harder and nastier. This film is
saying that governments kill
people. Not that they might but
they do. And that's about as bald
a statement as you can get. It has
failed if it doesn' t convince you
that this happening and that is
wrong or outrageous. "
Puttnam has also just fi nished
The Mission which he made in
South America with Robert De
Niro and Jeremy Irons which is
due out next Se ptember. He
rounded off with some remarks o n

film and talked about the choice
of G a briel Byrne and · Greta
Scaachi:
"The problem with English
stars is that their class is
immediately apparent by their
accent a nd appearance: With
Ame ricans and others , such as
G a briel B yrne, especially as he
does not use his Irish accent in the
film , it is muc_h mo re difficult. My
choice of a Celtic flavoured cast
a lso including Fulto n Mackay.
Bill P aterson, Ian Banne n and
R o bbie Coltrane, is na ked prejudice. I find English actors less
interesting and less mysterious.
The British stars who have made it
big internationally are the ones
who didn't go to d rama school like
Michael Caine and Sean Co nnery
" G reta Scaachi has a small ,
intelligent part. She's built herself
a nice reputation and d elivers a
really good little cameo-acting
performance."
A nd what of future projects?
"I have my own company. Most
of the projects are still at the script
stage but I wo uld like to work with
the Def ence of the Realm team
again , especially David Drury.
I've been professionally involved
with films now for 19 years and
would like to continue with fil ms
of this size rather than smaller
ones. "

Defence of the Realm, which had its Scottish .premiere in Edinburgh last week, concerns a attitudes or mannerisms. The Three Days of the Condor and
Government cover-up that goes to considerable lengths. Anthony Harwood and Alastair Dalton duplications of the story were Francesco Rosi's ll/ustrious Corptalked to David Puttnam, the film's executive producer, producer Lynda Myles, and Gabriel paramount throughout.
ses (part of BBC2's Rosi season)
Byrne, one of its stars, about how closely events in the film mirror contemporary Britain.
"A Ploughman's Lunch was .as the two main influences o n the
Defence of the Realm docs not
open until next March but already
after separate screenings in Lon- .
don, Belfast and here, in Edinburgh, last week, it has received
critical acclaim for its audacity
and originality. Firstly, it is set in
contemporary Britain which is
itself a rarity these days as is the
nature of the film; it is a political
thriller that hows the extent governments will go to conceal the
truth from the public. What
Defence ofthe Realm says is that if
freedom of information is the oxygen of democracy, then we are in
danger of suffocation.
Although it hinges around a
near nuclear accident at an
American Air Force base in Britain, the film's real emphasis is
more on the readiness of the
media to cover up things on behalf
of their govoernments. For if the
free press, the key to all our other
freedoms, is being used to pull the
wool over our eyes in such a cold,
complacent manner, then what
hope have we of living in a healthy
.democracy? In the aftermath of
Sarah Tisdal!. Clive Ponting and
the revelations by Cathy Massiter.
Defence of the Realm is as timely
now as A// the President's Men was
after Watergate.

and David Drury, who are both
going to have ierrific careers and
will be extremely important in the
development of the British film
industry.
"Secondly, it's essential that
British cinema makes this kind of

breakthrough film; it simply takes
a subject usually handled on television and handles it more seriously in a medium where the emotions are more raw."
Martin Stellman, who wrote the
screenplay, spent several months

Myles: "I thought that it was an
extraordinary screenplay. It had
a passion that was rare amongst
the 25 or so screenplays that I
was reading each week."

Puttnam: "It's essential that
British cinema makes this kind
of film because if we can't, then
we can't grow up. The existence
of this particular picture is a testament to the confidence of the
British film industry."

The film wa directed by David
Drury, produced by Lynda Myles
(ex-Studelll arts editor) and stars
Gabriel Byrne as the young reporter who e awesome discoveries
the film concentrates on. David
Puttnam , the executive producer,
first talked about the importance
of his new picture:
"It's very important for a great
number of reasons. Firstly,
because Gabriel Byrne is one of
half a dozen actors in Britain who
has the potential for breaking
through as a major star. It's also
the debut film for Lynda Myles

Puttnam the charioter - building Jerusalem.
him because if we can't, then we
can't grow up. Addressing such
issues in this way falls into the best
of mainstream movie-making. It's
what the Americans were going in
the fifties, what the Italians were
doing right through the sixties up
to Francesco Rosi; and what
we've shyed away from. The existence of this particular picture is a
testament to the confidence of the
British film industry. If it finds its
audience, then it might establish a
new ethos. I'm not claiming it's a
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with two national newspapers as
part of his research. Mr Puttnam
spoke about the authenticity of
the film and voiced some doubts
a bout the ability of cinema to provoke any real debate:
"I do believe in media reaction
to cover things up. Not conspiracies, just cover-ups. The personalised journalism represented
by Defence of the Realm by and
large doesn't happen . Reporters
aren't tenacious enough because
they are convinced there's

the Londo n Film Festival:
" I think things are a lot healthier now than eve r before (as fa r
as the British film industry goes).
There are a tremendous number
of films available at the London
Film Festival and that they all are
good enough to be put on is great.
Although bigger audiences would
be nicer, the response has still
been very encouraging. In cine ma
talcings this year we're up 35% ,
whereas America is 10% down ."
Lynda Myles, the produGer of
Defence of the Realm, worked for
many years with the Edinburgh
Film Festival. T he key thing she
feels she has learned fro m ·
Puttnam is the importance of
commitment. If you're going to
spend two o r three years of life on
a film , the n it's got to be something you' re to ta lly committeci"'to.
" I thought it was an extraordinary screenplay. It had a passion
that was rare amo ngst the 25 o r so
screenplays 1 was reading each
week. The film would never have
been made witho ut David
Puttnam's name on it. He has

Byrne: "How can you ha\'e freedom of the press when 90% of
the papers are owned by the
same people, by individuals?"
Reflecting on his part in the
fil m , Gabriel Byrne said he was
most struck by the rampant cynicism of Fleet Street.
" H ow can you have 'freedom of ·
the press' when 90% of the papers
a re owned by the same people, by'
individuals. If the editor doesn't
agree with you, then you wo n't get
your piece in the paper. I don't

-----------....

Puttnam: "Just as the media has
created a sens.e of apathy and
complacency, so the media can
destroy it."
nothing they can do . My father
was a journalist. I used io spend a
lot of time in Fleet Street, and I
see the ethical basis of the press as
Ultimate
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Entertainment
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fundamental to any notion of
Gary Glitter
Blancmange Cancelled
democracy. If 'door tep' jourXmas Eve £4.50
nalists became more politicised,
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then our democracy would be a lot
January 29th
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healthier. Just as the media has
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£6.00,
£5.00
£4.50
complacency, so the media can
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February 6th
December 7th
"Concerning public reaction, I
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have a nasty feeling cinema is such
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£5.50, £5.00
a discredited medium that it '
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doesn't carry any political clout.
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It's an all too cosy medium
Pogues
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tive comments. The media reacFebruary
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1986
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tion again will be very important.
Ozzy Osbourne
Runrig
So far, it's been very good
£6.50, £6.00, £5.50
indeed."
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,___ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _- I attempt to show journalists as

(;reta Scaachi and Gabriel Byrne looking towards glittering futures.
launched so many people and thus
if he's made the right decisions,
everyone should be able to go out
and get on with it. Financing
Defence of the Realm was very difficult; it drifted around the open
market for over a year and
David's support was invaluable in
the end."

know if journalists suffer a crisis
of conscience, though. One rePorter came up to me after see ing the
film and said no journlaist would
ever impersonate a policeman as I
do in the film . That's rubbish. A
journalist would even impersonate his own grandmother to get a
good story."

Student is planning a feature investigating the problems of accomrnoda·
tion in Edinburgh. Please let us know about any problems you have
encountered or are still suffering - whether as a result of the SAS or 8
private landlord/lady.
Address your letters or articles to the Features team and bring to the
Student office at 1 Buccleuch Place.

, Clean sweep
Last · Sunday Edinburgh
V ·versity Volleyball Ciub
~- ed a memorable Scotac ,evU .
·r "d bl ,,
tisb
mversi ies
,ou e
with ~th the Men ~ ~nd
women s 1st teams wmnmg
the SU Champion~hips at
Stirling and Heriot-Watt
pectively.

res

for the men's team it was to be
an eventful day in more ways_than
one, with the_Journey to S!1~hng
·nvolving an impromptu v1s1t to
ha1rneny- the sight of the Forth
Road Bridge looming up from the
morning mist, convincing t he
sharp-witted band that t hey were
in fact on the wrong train.

Hares at home

Edinburgh University were
Swa nson was s hown the yellow
card for some extremely colourful.
la nguage directed at a line judge.
By some fluke , H e riot-Wa tt managed to sneak the next set during
which two of the "tech boys" also
received yellow cards. After some
words of e ncouragement (a good
bollockmg!) from coach Robin
Thomson , Edinburgh regained
their earlie r mo me ntum to take
the set 15-11 a nd the match by 3
sets to 1.
Credit is due to Heriot-Watt
who were most sporting in defeat
a nd specia l _thanks to Robin who
had just flown in from Tulsa to
guide his team to victory.

After arriving fashionably late
at the tournament it was down to
the business of disposing of the
teuchters from Aberdeen U niversity in t~e ~emi-final. This was
accomphsheil without much fuss
15-1, 16-14 with Bob F isher and
Johnny Smith both spiking effectively.
And so to the final and the Auld
Enemy, Heriot-Watt University,
who had beaten Glasgow in the
other semi-final. Following some
rather gushing media coverage to
the effect that "the twats" were
God's gift to volleyball Edinburgh
·got stuck in" (from Jock Wallace's Manual of motivation) a nd
won a closely fought first set 18-16
with Bill "'Lord Lucan" Skelly setting well . In winning the second
set- 15-11 , Edinburgh 's Alex

i

Champions. Unfortunately their both hosts, and victors on the
lack of experience mean t that they "Braid Hills Race" on Saturdid not qualify in their group. T he day afternoon. Neither the
lsts, having retained five of their muddy course, nor the howlplayers from last year, started
ing wind could prevent the
well , with wins over Aberdeen
and Dundee, and drawing o ne set Hare and Hounds from claima ll with Glasgow, _qua lified sec- ing the six cans of lager that
o nd in their group to go o n to the represented the first team
semi-fina ls. In this they faced last prize.
year's winners, Strathclyde. DurThe two lap course was more
ing the warm-up, Donna practised
her spikes on her teammates demanding tha n a ny of the previrather than the opposition a nd ous cross-country events this seaa lmost broke Fiona's nose. But son, due chiefly to the steep
this did not deter the team spirit, inclines and the muddy track. No
and they went on to conquer the one could escape being splattered
with mud ,-and so by 3.30 pm the
holders by two sets to nil.
showers in the Kings Buildings
In the final th\!Y m et St. Union were rather over-crowded!
Andre ws who had defeated AberPaul Dugdale of Dundee Unideen in the other semi-final. By
this time, most players were feel- versity completed t he six mile
ing the effects of having played course in a time of31 minutes and
four games, but the adrena lin was 13 seconds, pursued by Brian
flowing as the game began . Sup- Kirkward of Edinburgh Athletic
port from the bench and balcony Club. Yet it was those me n in the
kept them going and encourage- · · green vests who were the stars of
ment from coach Ian Manson
helped them win the first set 15-8.
The level of play was high but
Edinbu rgh battled on to win the
second set and the Cha m pionship
Although fishing is Bri- the first time for ten years.

the show, for no less than 5 members of the Ha re and Hounds
finished in the first 15 places.
headed by Frank Boyne in 6th
position .
·
All in all, it was a highly successful afternoon , due to high
class organsiation , (what more do
you expect from the Ha re and
Hounds club') although the re was
no gun to start the race. Instead, a
cry o f "Bang bang!" sufficed. The
event attracted 140 entrants, ol
whom 15 we re female . and
Elaine Chellan stormed ho me in
a time of 18 minutes 51 seconds.
although it must be added that she
was only required to run one lap
of the course. Having escaped
from the wind and the rain , the
competitors were greeted with
sausage rolls and cups of tea. all
free of charge . (Just one of the
many privileges that the Ha re and
Hounds enjoy!) In the true running spirit, every prize was
alcoholic!

Carl Marston

J Hooked!

At Heriot-Watt, the women
had two teams taking part for the
first time. The 2nds played
extremely well, even though they
were without a coach for two of
their three games, due to the ·misleading' local bus timetable! They
even succee d ed in winning a set
against Strathclyde, the 1985

Trials for the Scottish Universities Squad were also being held
during the tournament, and to end
a perfect day the following players
were chosen for the squad ;
Pamela Dawson , Clare McGinness and reserves - Fiona Duncan , and Susan McKinlay .

tain's most popular pastime,
the Angling Club is one of the
smallest clubs in Edinburgh
University.
This year we intend to change
this by widening the range of trips
to cater for Sea , Coarse and Game
iishermen of a ll standards. This
term t he lack of actual fishing trips

is compensated by casting and flytying instruction as well as video
nights and factory visits.
Next terrn will see the beginning of expeditions for salmon
and cod. So if anyone is interested
in a free day out in the countryside, please could they come
to the upstairs bar in Teviot at
7.30 pm on Thursday 5th
December.

,,

Writings

for Love
The lecturer towered a bove his
lectern , his strong, well-formed
masculine ha nds a dding force to
his vibrantly viri le tones. His
dark, deep-set eyes s hone brilliantly behind the glinting le nses
of his nobly worn glasses, exuding
intelligence with tha t charismatic
aura which was so distinctively
his. He moved from foot to foot ,
manfully, his athletic, well-tuned
body taut, muscular, displaying in
that simple action his mastery of
balance, mastery which he earned into all aspects of his life,
P~blic and personal. Sonority
mingled with authority in a perfect blend as he spoke to his attentive audie nce, eager fo~ every
Word , enthralled a nd captivated,
mesmerised by that voice a nd
those eyes. Oh those eyes!
Claudette felt the rest of the room
blur and fade into insignificance
around he r while staring into
those eyes, those deep dark pools
of sensitivity and manly power.
Her mind was spinning . She was
~gid with rapture. She wishe d the
ecture could go on for ever. Only
~ere did she feel t he promise of
er latent womanly potential
~outd be fulfilled, and how she
ad Yearned for it!
The bell jolted he r back
;~~ely, to reality. G la ncing dow~
r ner paper she saw j ust three
~~es of notes. This was hopeless!
p e couldn' t go on like this. In
t rofessor Cavendis h's last seventen lectures she had m a d e a. paiJ
total of fifty-six a nd a ha lf lines
0 notes, a veraging som e thirtyf~: ;ords per lecture. Even her
n s from whom she had desperately
,
cl
attempted to conceal her
3ndestine nassion ha d noticed

of

small a lterations in her behaviour
- she no longer freque nted the
Teviot Park Room disco on Friday
e venings,
and
she
hadn' t eaten anything for two and
a half weeks. (She had initially
explaine d away he r abstinence as
a new die t . but having now
reached three a nd a ha lf stone.
this excuse was losing some of its
credibility.) C la udette drew herself up to her full four a nd
threeq uarter feet , collected her
notes together and set off to DHT
baseme nt for a cup of coffee, anxiety written large in lines across
her forehead . (The tattoo hadn ' t

been her idea, but her ex-boy- ·
friend , Wayne , had been so insis- tent. a nd she had never dared to
risk his wrath by opposing him he was so powerful , his rippling,
rock-ha rd muscles adding to his
a lready strikingly manly stature .
But that was all in the past. ... )
She sat erect and upright. her
lengthy raven-black hair falling in
rich cascades. caressing her shoulders.
She knew it was time to
act. She had to confront her problem , she would have to confront
Ruper Cavendish himself. The
very t hought set off e ruptions of
e mo tions within he r tense. uiver-

e

SMALL ADS

DOUBLE ROOM to let in mixed

by Patricia Geddes

flat (Marchmont): £65 per month
(bills not included) . Entry 1st
December. Tel. ~ 7 8750.

ing body. Anxiety and panic, but
also the tingling thrill of excite- ·..--,--....,....-,-.,--;::;-:-::-;-::;;:;:::==1
ment she had a lways felt when she · ~eresl;.eA 'in clr~n4, ~ s
thought of Rupert. .
(er 6liwi0'4rts' OfMHll1d"·

~11,,;

· It had never been
like this with Wayne. H e had been
so .. . p hysical. Of course. she recognised that Professor Cavendish
did exude sexuality. a nd it had
been his manly. virile physique

(it"
,c.)~IO~ ~~~c,;_,.f
IJ
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.
,
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cended that now. It was a meeting
of minds, a perfect match of intellects. Surely fate had decreed
their meeting and surely fate
would ensure a happy conclusion.
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Sport

~

EUSA take the Mike

who bring you best student newspaper in Scotland . But the hard
men of EUSA were everywhere
(especially in the Student half)
a nd even the inspirational play of
John "Lichfield" Lindsay
a nd
editor John "has been" Petrie
(who had a goal dubiously disallo wed) could not overcome the
penetrating goal scoring abili ties
of EUSA's Graham "Hat-trick"
Lindsay. Consequently, Student
were desperately unlucky to find
The need · fo r a Women's th emselves a surprise two goa ls
Officer at the Students' Associa- down at half time.
tion was made abundantly clear
A word of two should be said at
when the EUSA team turned up.
No fe males in sight - just a this point about the state of the
dozen blokes with metal studded pitch , which was wet, cold and
boots and mean looks in their very slimy. At least now the
eyes. Led by Mike "The face players have a better understandthat can curdle milk" Devlin the ing of what it's like being a lice on
very strong EUSA team incl uded Mike "Pickled liver" Conway's
such soccer legends as Andy "Pele" head. A nd also a couple of words
Wilson , big Donald "Shame about for the biased and clueless ref EUSACO" Pollock (whose hair and o ne of them is 'off' .
was to play such a vital role in
defence) and Paul "Wobble botThe second half saw the late
tom" Greatrix.
appearance of EUSA's Pat "Nice
The Student team, looking shirt, no talent" Gallagher and
magni ficent in their (borrowed) even a token female, Maeve
matching blue strips, knew from "Cuddly but dim" Kevny. Despite
th e start that their work would be being more heavi ly out numbered
cut out , but were undaunted. The the Student team came out fight fearless team included Keith ing, rei nvigorated by the five
"Finger on the pulse" Cameron in minutes breathing space and a
nets (or rather between the quick sniff of Alastair "Who's
orange bags), iron man lain "Bite Who" Dalton's whisky. A well
Mike Devlin showing the same expertise at football as he showed chairing the AGM "Photo: Denis Jackson
yer legs" Catto in defence, lain ttaken goal by Iain "I'll cry if we
"Giant Haystacks" Cameron in lose" Cameron seemed to indicate
.midfield and Dave "My ball, and the tide had turned in Student's save the day. A ca llo us blow by son Paul Greatrix was keen to li nk li ke playing on a huge plate of
rm hanging on to it" Yarrow and favo ur. But alas it was not to be. lain "Hacker" McDonald which the EUSA victory to political jelly, but Labour students proJane,
Jacqui,
Sally
and Even the sterling efforts of the fe lled David ''Canonball" Cline factors - four of the six goals vided the vanguard and stole the
were scored by Labour Club, show."
Suzanne proving that you don't brave Student women - Sally only served to seal the fate of our
need hairy legs to kick balls about. "Dangermouse" Greig, Suzanne heroes. The final score : a dismal members. A nd , fe llow revolutioAnd with that the two teams,
nary socialist David "Capetown"
"Heartbreak and sorrow" Doran, six goals to one.
led by victorious captain Mike
brushing
aside
the
fact
that
Clark,
With the wind against them the Jane "Don's physio" Wheelhouse,
"Mighty mouth" Devlin , headed
Speaking after the match goal he had been playing on the right
Student team played with all the and woman of the match Jacqui
off into the sunset and to the bar.
wing
said
of
the
match:
"It
was
skill you'p expect from the people ''First timer" Brown - could not· he ro and Labour Club chairperDC

After weeks of planning
and hard training the Big
Match went ahead on the
Meadows on Sunday afternoon. The crowds gathered
and the sun shone as the staff
of Student took an EUSA in a
no-holds barred game of football. Our staff reporter
brings you the facts behind
the score-line.

e: Wheeling along

/!!; A shinty record
The (rozen landscape of the
Scottish Highlands provided
the setting ·for this week's
clash with our heroes, the
demonstrating their caman
demonstrating their common
skills to an ever increasing
·1evel in the' Camanachd
League.
"Hughie and Ralph" MacLeod
threw up right on schedule , to signal the Edinburgh onslaught led
by captain " Gut-bucket" Blake ,
who saw three goals soar into the
net early in the first half without
apparently moving! The score
remained unchanged for the
remainder of the half, and Edinburgh's full potential was clearly

not showing through , possibly due
to the absence of "Foghorn"
Maguire and the temporarily
hospitalised " You should have
seen the other guy" Mackay. Ia
order to overcome the sheerfaced opposition , a steep task
indeed , a tactical change was
necessary for the second 45 mins.
" Bjorn" Schou, the new.signing
from the Norwegian Absailing
and Yodelling Club, suggested
that crampons be worn instead of
boots and together with the
mountaineering skills of "Sherpa"
Simpson , enabled the Edinburgh
team to reach their peak on the
somewl:tat rough terrain. The
score avalanched from then on.
Shepherding the defence , and

undo ubtedly the busiest player of
the gl!me was "Collie" G rant with
his flock of supporters. He eventually disposed of his opposite
number "Old Fogey" MacSporran only to find that he was to be
quickly replaced by a new Glasgow Highland player, who continued to hound him . Tempers
frayed and resulted in a verbal.
warning to the canine member of
the opposition. Special thanks
must go to the cigarette firm who
have renewed their sponsorship
deal with "Smokie Joe" Lowe
who surely lifted all doubts as to
his goal keeping capabilities with
hi~ performance on Saturday.
T he final score , a record 10-1 !
Slainthe Mhar

~ Champions yet again
The - Scottish Universities
tournament held at Peffermill
on Saturday saw yet another
victory for the Lacrosse team,
adding to the Scottish Clubs
title won earlier this month.
, A ladies and a mixed team from
Edinburgh participated on a day
more suited to ducks and mud
wrestlers. The mixed team were
unlucky not to achieve better
results as their play was excellent

with notable individual performances from Susan Langham,
Christine Evans and some superb
goal-keeping from Helen Picton.
The Ladies team never
appeared to be under great pressure from any:of the opposition ,
with. a promising show of teamwork coupled with individual
talent, Belinda Head and Gemma
Dickens proved to be a formidable-partnership in goal scoring and
were strongly supported by Jennie

C,1rleton. However , not all the
glory should go to the goal scorers
- the defence were also in top
form , and strong play from Susan
Chalmers. Meriel Watson and Liz·
Kyle meant that the ball was kept
by the Edinburgh attacks . The
ladies team defeated Edinburgh
Mixed 5-2, Aberdeen Mixed 6-1 ;
Aberdeen Ladies 4-2, and St
Andrews 2-1 , thus retaining the
Scottish Universities title for a
second year.
Tiggy Collison

The EU Cycling Club is one
·of the fastest growing sports
clubs, with its racing side having grown from four last year
to over twenty this year.
Recent high placings in races
have been scored by Peter
Dymoke,
and
Stephen
· H1,1nter, a member, was
praised in Britain's premiere
C}'.cling magazine.
Peter has done well consistently
over the last season , especially in
the hilly road races, and scored a
victory in the Edinburgh Road
Club Hill Climbing Championship.

Stephen Hunter , from Ballymoney , Northern Ireland , is ~
fresher and a former member o
Team Route . He was o ne of the
team's training group last season , ·finished third in their Bes~
All-Rounder competition, an0
won the Kilpatrick eu·p fo r the 2
mile handicap. G reat things ar~
expected of both Peter an
Stephen.
Unfortunately the .cyclin~ se~;
son has ended , and racing will n1
.begin again until next _Apn_l. ./
the meantime the team 1s tra1111 ~
hard and will spend next weeke°ih
at Firbusl\ outdoor centre WI
our coach , Arthur Stewart.
"
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